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Abstract
Thought to be responsible for memory, synaptic plasticity has been widely studied in the past
few decades. One example of plasticity models is the popular Spike Timing Dependent Plasticity
(STDP). There is a huge litterature on STDP models. Their analysis are mainly based on
numerical work when only a few has been studied mathematically. Unlike most models, we aim at
proposing a new stochastic STDP rule with discrete synaptic weights. It brings a new framework
in order to use probabilistic tools for an analytical study of plasticity. A separation of time-scale
enables us to derive an equation for the weights dynamics, in the limit plasticity is infinitely slow
compare to the neural network dynamic. Such an equation is then analysed in simple cases which
show counter intuitive result: divergence of weights even when integral over the learning window
is negative. Finally, without adding constraints on our STDP, such as bounds or metaplasticity,
we are able to give a simple condition on parameters for which our weights’ process remains
ergodic. This model attempts to answer the need for understanding the interplay between the
weights dynamics and the neurons ones.
1 Introduction
A huge amount of studies have focused on neural networks dynamics in order to reproduce
biological phenomena observed in experiments. Thereby, there exist many different individual
neuron models from the two states neurons to the adaptive exponential integrate-and-fire [17, 24].
Compare to this kind of literature, plasticity in recurrent networks has been well less studied.
One reason is because it adds an additional layer of complexity to existing models despite being
a candidate for memory formation, learning, etc [6, 10].
In the beginning, plasticity models were based on firing rates [8]. Later on, as suggested by
Hebb’s in 1949 [23], the crucial role of precise spikes timings was proved experimentally and gave
rise to Spike-Timing Dependent Plasticity (STDP) [7, 34, 36]. Following such a breakthrough,
numerous STDP models emerged. They were associated with neural networks of either Poisson
neurons [18, 29, 30] or continuous model of neurons [1, 12, 40]. Here, we would like to present
a new STDP rule which is implemented in the well-known stochastic Wilson-Cowan model of
spiking neurons as presented in [5]. More precisely, because of the plasticity rule, our model is a
piecewise deterministic Markov process [13,14] whereas it is a pure point process in [5].
Motivations for proposing such a new model are four folds. First, although mechanisms in-
volved in plasticity are mainly stochastic such as the activation of ions channels and proteins, the
majority of studies on STDP are implemented using a deterministic description or an extrinsic
noise source [12,21, 38]. One exception is the stochastic STDP model proposed by Appleby and
Elliott in [3, 4]. The stochasticity of their model lies in the learning window size. They analyse
the dynamic of the weights of one target cell innervated by a few Poisson neurons. A fixed point
analysis enabled them to show that their model is not relevant in the pair-based case and that mul-
tispike interactions are required to get stable competitive weights dynamics. Second, most studies
are based on simulations and their analyses, thus there is still a need to find a good mathematical
framework, see [16, 33, 40]. We propose here a mathematical analysis based on probabilistic
methods which leads to a control of weights through the study of their dynamics on their slow time
scale. Indeed, long term plasticity timescale ranges from minutes to more than one hour. On the
other hand, a spike lasts for a few milliseconds [38]. Thus, third, there is a need to understand how
to bridge this time scale gap between the synapse level and the network one [15,45,48]. Finally,
the interplay between the weights dynamics and the neurons ones is not yet fully understood and
we think the study of recurrent networks is necessary to bring some basis to fully numerical studies.
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Such motivations impose some constraints on our model. It has to be rich enough to reproduce
biological phenomena, simple enough to be mathematically tractable and easily simulated with
thousands of neurons. Finally, it has to enable us to observe macroscopic effects out of microscopic
events. The Wilson-Cowan model has been widely studied [5,9,33] and reproduces many biological
features of a network such as oscillation and bi-stability for example. On the other hand, based on
experimental evidence [7,44], we propose a new STDP rule with intrinsic noise with fixed synaptic
weight increment [41]. This allows to control independently the synaptic weight increment and
the probability of a plasticity event. Indeed, several pairs protocol are required for the induction
of plasticity [7, 36].
Thus, we can produce a mathematical analysis by studying the Markov process composed
of the following three components: the synaptic weight matrix, the inter-spiking times and the
neuron states. In the context of long term plasticity, synaptic weights dynamics are much slower
than the neural network one. A timescale analysis enables us to remove the neurons dynamics
from the equations. Then we can derive an equation for the slow weights dynamics alone, in
which neurons dynamics are replaced by their stationary distributions. Thus, we don’t need to
simulate the dynamics of thousands of fast neurons and we obtain a much easier equation to
analyse. We then discuss the implications of such derivation for learning and adaptation in neural
networks.
A similar analysis has been done in a few papers with different mathematical tools and models [18,
19, 29, 30, 32, 40]. When the two first one studied only one postsynaptic neuron, the last ones
had a look at recurrent networks. Thanks to a separation of time scale, they derive an equation
for weights in which STDP appears in an integral of the STDP curve against cross-correlation
matrix. The main problem is the computation of such a matrix, they use Taylor expansion and
Fourier analysis to derive estimations of it. We don’t need such an estimation for our analysis
thanks to probabilistic methods.
2 Presentation of the model and notations
As in all model of neural networks with plastic connections, one can separate the neuron model
and the plasticity one. Our neuron model is the well-known stochastic Wilson-Cowan model of
spiking neurons presented in [5]. In such a model, neurons are binary, meaning they are either at
rest, state 0, or spiking, state 1. This model has been widely studied in the case of fix weights
and presents realistic features such as oscillations or bistable phenomenon, see [9]. However, there
are only few studies with plasticity, see for instance with an Ising model in [42].
We implement plasticity in this model in a stochastic way. Indeed, our plasticity rule depends
on the precise spike times and thus has the same form as STDP, see [35] for an overview, but is
not deterministic: in the situation of correlated spikes, weights will change or not according to a
certain probability.
First, we are interested in excitatory neurons, as in most models inhibitory neurons are not
plastic, so the synaptic weights will be positive. Also, we suppose they are all to all connected so
this positivity will be strict. We will discuss about these assumptions at the end. Therefore, we
first give some global notations, then explain the neuron model, the plasticity rule, and finally we
gather these dynamics in the generator of the process.
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We are interested in analysing the time continuous Markov process (Wt, St, Vt)t≥0 where:
- Wt ∈ {∆wK,K ∈ E0} synaptic weights matrix, E0 =
{
K,K ∈ NN2 , Kij > 0 ∀i 6= j and Kii = 0 ∀i
}
,
∆w ∈ R+∗ and W0 ∈ {∆wK,K ∈ E0}, W ijt weight of the connection from neuron i to jat t.
- St ∈ RN+ vector of times from last spikes of neurons.
- Vt ∈ I = {0, 1}N neuron system state.
As weights dynamics and the neural network one will be separated, we spare the global state
space E in two spaces. Hence, in the following we denote E1 = {∆wK,K ∈ E0}, E2 = RN+ × I
such that E = E1 × E2.
Neuron model
Let’s define the dynamic of the process. It is a recurrent neural plastic network with Poisson
neurons in interaction. Each neuron jumps with an inhomogeneous rate between two states: 0
and 1. This rate depends on the network state and the weights matrix:
0
αi(Wt,Vt)−−−−−−⇀↽ −
β
1 (1)
Where αi is given by ξi : R 7→ R+∗ bounded, positive and nondecreasing:
αi(Wt, Vt) = ξi
 N∑
j=1
W jit V
j
t
 (2)
As the neuron activity is never null, we will consider that for all i, infx∈R ξi(x) ≥ αm > 0.
Hence, αi is uniformly bounded in w and v for all i:
0 < αm = min
i
(
inf
x∈R
ξi(x)
)
≤ αi(w, v) ≤ αM = max
i
(
sup
x∈R
ξi(x)
)
Plasticity rule
The basic idea of STDP is that of the Hebb’s law (1949):
“When an axon of cell A[...] repeatedly or persistently takes part in firing (a cell B), [...]A’s
efficiency, as one of the cells firing B, is increased” [23].
STDP is a bit more complex as it completes this law with the possibility for weights to decrease
when they are decorrelated.
We expose our plasticity model through an example. First, weights can change only when a
neuron spikes that we define as the jump from 0 to 1 (we could have chosen from 1 to 0 . So
suppose the neuron i spikes at time t. Then, weights related to this neuron, that is to say W jit
and W ijt for all j 6= i, have a certain probability to jump. This differs from models we can find
in the literature for which weights’ jumps are systematic but small [1, 29,38]. Here, the jump is
not small but happens with a small probability: W jit has probability p+(S
j
t ) to increase and W
ij
t
decrease with probability p−(Sjt ). These probabilities depends on the inter-spiking times given
by Sjt :
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Figure 1: Dynamics of neurons i and jover time, and the corresponding probability of jump for weights
As the classic STDP curve, found by Bi&Poo [7], suggests it, we take the following probability
functions in our examples, with 0 < A+, A− ≤ 1 and τ+, τ− > 0:
p+(s) = A+e
− sτ+ and p−(s) = A−e
− sτ− (3)
Remark 1. By definition of E1 and αi, we study excitatory neurons. We see at the end how to
extend our results to inhibitory-excitatory neurons. Also, we remark that W iit stays constant and
as W ii0 = 0 for all i, W iit = 0 for all t. We will discuss this assumption later on. Finally, (St)t≥0
is crucial for our process to be Markovian.
Generator of the process
Now we know how the process works, we can write its infinitesimal generator. To do so, we need
the following notations. We denote by Gwi all reachable weights after a spike of neuron i while
the current weight is w ∈ E1. Thus:
Gwi =

w + ∆w


0 . . . 0 0 . . . 0
...
...
...
...
...
... ~ζp
...
...
...
...
...
...
0 . . . 0 0 . . . 0

−

0 . . . 0
...
0 . . . 0
~ζd
0 . . . 0
...
0 . . . 0

︸ ︷︷ ︸
N×N matrix

, (~ζp, ~ζd) ∈ Fwi

Where
Fwi =
(~ζp, ~ζd), ~ζd = [ζ1d , ..., ζNd ] , ~ζp =
 ζ
1
p
...
ζNp
 , ζjd, ζjp ∈ {0, 1}, ζid = ζip = 0 and ζjd = 0 if wij = ∆w

We call Zp (respectively Zd) the matrix associated to the vector ~ζp (respectively ~ζd). As each
weight jumps independently whenever a neuron i spikes, we can decompose the probability of
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jumping to a certain state as the product of probabilities to jump or not for each weights. We
want to compute φi(s, w˜, w), the probability of jumping in a given w˜ ∈ Gwi knowing the neuron i
spikes. Let w˜ = w + ∆w(Zp + Zd), the probability for wji to increase (ζjp = 1) is p+(sj) when
the probability to stay the same (ζp = 0) is (1− p+(sj)), for all j 6= i. This will appear as
ζjp p
+(sj) + (1− ζjp)(1− p+(sj)) in φi(s, w˜, w):
φi(s, w˜, w) = Φi(s, ~ζp, ~ζd) =
∏
j 6=i
[
ζjp p
+(sj) + (1− ζjp)(1− p+(sj))
] [
ζjd p
−(sj) + (1− ζjd)(1− p−(sj))
]
(4)
Therefore, we can write the generator (C, D(C)) of the all process (Wt, St, Vt)t≥0 where D(C) ⊂
Cb(E) and C given ∀f ∈ D(C) :
Cf(w, s, v) =
∑
i
δ1(vi)β[f(w, s, v − ei)− f(w, s, v)]
+
∑
i
αi(w, v)δ0(vi)
 ∑
w˜∈Gw
i
(f(w˜, s− siei, v + ei)− f(w, s, v))φi(s, w˜, w)

+
N∑
i=1
∂sif(w, s, v)
Or
Cf(w, s, v) =
∑
i
δ1(vi)β[f(w, s, v − ei)− f(w, s, v)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
B↓f(w,s,v)
+
∑
i
φi(s, w,w)αi(w, v)δ0(vi) (f(w, s− siei, v + ei)− f(w, s, v))︸ ︷︷ ︸
B↑f(w,s,v)
+
N∑
i=1
∂sif(w, s, v)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Btrf(w,s,v)
+
∑
i
αi(w, v)δ0(vi)
 ∑
w˜∈Gw
i
,w˜ 6=w
(f(w˜, s− siei, v + ei)− f(w, s, v))φi(s, w˜, w)

Written in this form, the generator shows two different dynamics which are related: the weights
dynamic and the network, inter-spiking time dynamics. As we know that synaptic weights
dynamics are slow compare to the network dynamics ((St, Vt)t>0 change fast compare to (Wt)t>0),
this means that for all i: ∑
w˜∈Gw
i
,w˜ 6=w
φi(s, w˜, w) φi(s, w,w)
Typically,
∑
w˜∈Gw
i
,w˜ 6=w φ
i(s, w˜, w) = O() and φi(s, w,w) = 1−O(). This time scale difference
is studied in section 3.2 while the study of the fast part of the process is done in section 3.1. This
process is given by the generator B : D(B) ⊂ Cb(E)→ Cb(E):
B = Btr + B↓ + B↑ (5)
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3 Derivation of the weight equation
3.1 Invariant measure of the fast processes
In this section, Wt = W0 = w ∈ E1 is fixed. We are interested in proving:
Theorem 3.1. For all w ∈ E1, the process (St, Vt)t≥0 with generator Bw mapping D(B) into
Cb(E2), defined ∀f ∈ D(B) as:
Bwf(s, v) =
∑
i
δ1(vi)β[f(s, v − ei)− f(s, v)] (6)
+
∑
i
αi(w, v)δ0(vi) (f(s− siei, v + ei)− f(s, v)) (7)
+
N∑
i=1
∂sif(s, v) (8)
has a unique invariant measure.
This aim enters in a bigger ambition to analyse the total process (Wt, St, Vt)t≥0 on two different
time scales. Indeed, in the limit where the plasticity is infinitely slow, it stays constant so
φi(s, w,w) = 1, and then for all f ∈ D(Bw), Bwf(s, v) = Bf(w, s, v). This analysis enables us to
show in section 3.2 that, on the slow time scale of plasticity, (Wt)t≥0 behaves simply against the
invariant measure of (St, Vt)wt≥0. In the following, we omit the dependence on w in the notation
of processes only and we use (St, Vt)t≥0 instead of (St, Vt)wt≥0.
In a first subsection we show existence of an invariant measure of the process (St, Vt)t≥0 and
then its uniqueness in the next subsection. We start with some notations.
Notations
Let Xt = (St, Vt) with St ∈ RN+ and Vt ∈ I = {0, 1}N . The process is then the same as the
one defined before with a fixed matrix of weights w. Each Xit = (Sit , V it ) ∈ R+ × {0, 1}, for
i ∈ [[1, N ]], follows the same kind of process: the discrete variable Vt jumps with a total rate∑
j
(
αj(w, v)δ0(vj) + βδ1(vj)
)
when Vt = v. Between these jumps, the continuous part St will
grow linearly with a slope of 1 (dStdt = 1) except when V it jumps from 0 to 1 at time t0, then the
continuous part restarts from 0, i.e. Sit0 = 0, see Figure 2.
From these notations, one can denote by (Nt)t≥0 the counting process corresponding to
the number of jump of the process (Vt)t≥0. We can then define the processes Nt =
∑N
i=1N
i
t
where (N it )t≥0 are counters of the number of jumps of neuron i. By definition of αi , one has
N it = Yi
(∫ t
0 αi(w, Vs)ds
)
where Yi are independent Poisson processes of intensity 1, as in [27].
Finally, we call (Pt)t≥0 the transition probability of the process, Pt maps E2 × B(E2) in R+.
Hence, for all x ∈ E2, A ∈ B(E2)(σ-algebra of Borel sets of E2), Pt(x,A) is the probability that
Xt ∈ A knowing X0 = x, probability also written as Px(Xt ∈ A).
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Figure 2: Graph representing the ith coordinates of the processes St and Vt
3.1.1 Existence using a Lyapounov function
In this subsection, we aim at proving the following theorem:
Proposition 3.2. The process (St, Vt)t≥0 defined in Theorem 3.1 has at least one invariant
measure of probability.
To do so, we use the following theorem, classical in theory of discrete Markov chains on any
state space:
Theorem 3.3. If a transition probability P is Feller and admits a Lyapunov function, then it
also has an invariant probability measure.
Proof. A nice proof of this result can be found in the course of Martin Hairer called Ergodic
Properties of Markov Processes. See theorem 2 of [46]. Just need to show condition (F1) is
equivalent to our Lyapunov condition.
After recalling the definitions of a Lyapunov function and a Feller process, we find such a
Lyapunov function for our process.
Definition 3.4. Let X be a complete separable metric space and let P be a transition probability
on X . A Borel measurable function V : X 7→ R+ ∪ {∞} is called a Lyapunov function for P if it
satisfies the following conditions:
- V −1(R+) 6= ∅, in other words there are some values of x for which V (x) is finite.
- For every c ∈ R+, the set V −1({x ≤ c}) is compact.
- There exists a positive constant γ < 1 and a constant C such that for every x such that
V (x) 6= +∞: ∫
X
V (y)P (x, dy) ≤ γV (x) + C
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Definition 3.5. We say that a homogeneous Markov process with transition operator P is Feller
if Pf is continuous whenever f is continuous and bounded. It is strong Feller if Pf is continuous
whenever f is measurable and bounded.
We emphasize that previous definitions and theorem are given for Markov chains and not
processes. The following proposition links them.
Proposition 3.6. Let (Pt)t≥0 be a Markov semigroup over X and let P = PT for some fixed
T > 0. Then, if µ is invariant for P, the measure ∧µ defined by:
∧
µ(A) = 1
T
∫ T
0
Ptµ(A)dt, ∀ A ∈ B(E2)
is invariant for (Pt)t≥0.
Proof.
Pt
∧
µ = Pt
(
1
T
∫ T
0
Psµ ds
)
= 1
T
∫ T
0
PtPsµ ds =
1
T
∫ T
0
Pt+s µ ds
= 1
T
∫ T+t
t
Ps µ ds =
1
T
(∫ T
t
Ps µ ds+
∫ T+t
T
Ps µ ds
)
= 1
T
(∫ T
t
Ps µ ds+
∫ t
0
PsPT µ ds
)
= 1
T
∫ T
0
Psµ ds =
∧
µ
Hence, we want to apply theorem 3.3 to the transition probability PT extracted from (Pt)t≥0
for some fixed T > 0. To do so, we show that for T > 0 any given time, V defined as
V (x) = s1 + s2 + ...sN ∀ x = (s, v) ∈ E2 is a Lyapunov function for PT . Then we use theorem
27.6 of the Davis’ book [14] to prove PT is Feller. We conclude on the existence of the invariant
measure of probability for PT and thus for (Pt)t≥0 thanks to proposition 3.6.
After these definitions and notations, let’s prove the process (Xt)t≥0 has at least one invariant
measure pi, i.e. X0 ∼ pi ⇒ ∀ t ≥ 0, Xt ∼ pi or more formally, ∀A ∈ B(E2):∫
E2
Pt(x,A)pi(dx) = pi(A) (9)
Existence
Assumption 3.7. ∃ αm, αM ∈ R+ such that ∀ v ∈ I, w ∈ E1:
0 < αm ≤ αi(w, v), β ≤ αM <∞
Proposition 3.8. With assumption 3.7, for any T > 0, V (x) = s1 + ...+ sN is Lyapunov for
PT with constants C = NT and γ = Px(∃i : N iT < 2) < 1, ∀ x ∈ E2.
Proof. The main idea is to use the fact that Sit values return to 0 whenever neuron i jumps from
0 to 1. Hence, as neurons have only two states, if N iT ≥ 2, neuron i has jumped at least one time
from 0 to 1 between 0 and T . Therefore, decomposing possible events we get:
V (XT ) ≤ (V (x) +NT )1{∃iNi
T
<2} +NT1{∀iNi
T
≥2}
9
So
ExV (XT ) ≤ NT + V (x)Px(∃i : N iT < 2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
<1
Furthermore, one can show the process (St, Vt) is Feller thanks to Davis’ book [14]:
Proposition 3.9. (St, Vt) is Feller.
Proof. First, we define a distance ρ such that (E2, ρ) is a metric space, locally compact. Such a
distance is proposed in [14] page 58:
∀x = (sx, vx), y = (sy, vy) ∈ E2 : ρ(x, y) =
{ 1 if vx 6= vy
2
pi
max{1≤i≤N} tan−1(|six − siy|) if vx = vy
(10)
We need this kind of norm because if we take for instance the euclidean distance ρ(x, y) = ‖sx−sy‖2,
we can have ρ(x, y) = 0 and x 6= y as soon as sx = sy and vx 6= vy.
Then, we want to apply theorem 27.6 of [14]. We define t∗(x) as
t∗(x) = {time to hit the boundary of E2 leaving from x and following the flow on s}
t∗(x) = +∞ as the only boundary is for x = (0, v) which is never reached because St increases
toward infinity following the flow.
Moreover, we define the total jump rate λ(x) =
∑
j
(
αj(w, v)δ0(vj) + βδ1(vj)
)
= λ(v). Thus, as
λ is bounded by assumption 3.7 and it only depends on v, as soon as ρ(x, y) < 1, vx = vy so
λ(x) = λ(y), hence λ ∈ Cb(E).
Finally, we define Q as
Q
({((s− δ0(vi)siei, v + ei)}, (s, v)) = αi(w, v)δ0(vi) + βδ1(vi)
λ(v)
and show it is continuous for f ∈ D(Bw). Indeed, let f ∈ D(Bw), if ρ(x, y) ≤ η < 1:
|Qf(x)−Qf(y)| =
∣∣∣∣∣∑
i
f(sx, v + ei)
αi(w, v)δ0(vi) + βδ1(vi)
λ(v) −
∑
i
f(sy, v + ei)
αi(w, v)δ0(vi) + βδ1(vi)
λ(v)
∣∣∣∣∣
≤ N sup
i
|f(sx, v + ei)− f(sy, v + ei)|
Then, choosing η such that supv′∈I |f(sx, v′)− f(sy, v′)| ≤ N (possible as f ∈ D(Bw) ⊂ Cb(E2))
we have for all  > 0, ∃η > 0 such that:
ρ(x, y) ≤ η ⇒ |Qf(x)−Qf(y)| ≤ 
Thus, x→ Qf(x) is continuous for f ∈ D(Bw). We can apply theorem 27.6 of Davis’ book [14]
which ends the proof.
We can now prove theorem 3.2:
Proof. Proposition 3.8 and Proposition 3.9 allows to apply Theorem 3.3 and thus conclude on
the existence of an invariant measure of probability for (St, Vt).
In the following, we show that such a measure is unique.
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3.1.2 Uniqueness through Laplace transform
We now want to show this process has a unique invariant measure of probability pi. To do so,
we find the possible Laplace transforms of the invariant measures of the process. We prove such
Laplace transforms satisfy an equation with a unique solution. By uniqueness of the Laplace
transform of a measure, we deduce the result we want.
In the following, we use an equivalent definition of invariant measures which makes use of the
generator (Bw, D(Bw)) of the process, see proposition 34.7 in [14].
Proposition 3.10. Let (Tt)t≥0 be a semigroup on F , a Banach space, associated to a Markov
process (Xt)t≥0. We note, (Bw, D(Bw)) its generator and we assume D(Bw) is separating. Then,
pi is an invariant measure if and only if ∀f ∈ D(Bw),∫
E2
Bwfdpi = 0 (11)
We remind us what is a separating class of functions:
Definition 3.11. A class of functions D ∈ B(E2) (measurable and bounded function on E)
is said to be separating if for probability measures µw1 and µw2 on E2, µw1 = µw2 whenever∫
E2
fdµw1 =
∫
E2
fdµw2 for all f ∈ D.
In what follows, domains of generators will always be separating as showed in the proposition
34.11 of [14].
Uniqueness
We invite you to have a look to the appendix A to have a better view on the following computations.
Proposition 3.12. Assume the process (Xt)t≥0 in dimension N has at least one invariant
measure of probability piw. Then it is unique.
Proof. Let start with some notations:
I = {0, 1}N and E2 = RN+ × I
∀(s, v) ∈ E2, s = (s1, ..., sN ) ∈ RN+ and v = (v1, ..., vN ) ∈ I
ei = (0, ..., 0, 1︸︷︷︸
i
, 0, ..., 0)
BI = (~v1, ..., ~v2N ) an enumeration of I s.t. k ≥ l⇒
N∑
i=1
vik ≥
N∑
i=1
vil
|λ| =
2N∑
i=1
λi
(12)
The jump process alone (Vt)t≥0 has a unique invariant measure µw = (µw1 , ..., µw2N ) ∈ R2
N
+ . Indeed,
as each neuron is connected to each other, (Vt)t≥0 is irreducible. As its state space is finite,
the process is also positive recurrent so it has a unique invariant probability measure µw by
theorem1.7.7 in [39]. Moreover, as each state is positive recurrent, µwv > 0, ∀v ∈ I. In particular,
this measure satisfies
∑2N
k=1 B0g(~vk)µwk = 0, where B0 is the generator of (Vt)t≥0 and for functions
g I-measurable:
B0g(v) = Bwg(s, v) =
N∑
i=1
βδ1(vi)[g(v − ei)− g(v)] + αi(w, v)δ0(vi) [g(v + ei)− g(v)] (13)
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Hence, with g(v) = 1~vj (v) we get ∀j ∈ [[1, 2N ]]:
2N∑
k=1
B0g(~vk)µwk =
2N∑
k=1
µwk
N∑
i=1
(βδ1(vik)[1~vj (vk − ei)−1~vj (~vk)] + αi(~vk)δ0(vik)
[
1~vj (~vk + ei)− 1~vj (~vk)
]
) = 0
⇔
2N∑
k=1,k 6=j
µwk
N∑
i=1
[βδ1(vik)1~vj (~vk − ei) + αi(~vk)δ0(vik)1~vj (~vk + ei)] = µwj
N∑
i=1
βδ1(vij) + αi(~vj)δ0(vij)
(14)
We can then write the system satisfied by Laplace transforms of invariant probability measures
of the process (St, Vt)t≥0. We call piw one of them. First we can decompose piw as:
piw(ds, v) =
2N∑
k=1
piw~vk(ds)µ
w
k 1~vk(v) (15)
In what follows, for the sake of simplicity, we note piwk for piw~vk .
From proposition 3.10, ∀f ∈ D(Bw):
2N∑
k=1
∫
s∈RN+
Bwf(s,~vk)µwk piwk (ds) = 0 (16)
Where (Bw, D(Bw)) is the generator of the process (Xt)t≥0 (6) . As we are interested in finding
the Laplace transform of piw we take f(s, v) = e−~λ.~sg(v). First we compute Bwf :
Bwf(s, v) =
N∑
i=1
βδ1(vi)[e−
~λ.~sg(v − ei)− e−~λ.~sg(v)]
+
N∑
i=1
αi(w, v)δ0(vi)
[
e−~λ.(~s−s
i ~ei)g(v + ei)− e−~λ.~sg(v)
]
− (
N∑
i=1
λi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
|λ|
e−~λ.~sg(v) (17)
So in (16) we get:
2N∑
k=1
∫
s∈RN+
Bwf(s,~vk)µwk piwk (ds)
=
2N∑
k=1
[(
N∑
i=1
βδ1(vik)[g(~vk − ei)− g(~vk)]− αi(~vk)δ0(vik)g(~vk)
)
− |λ|g(~vk)
]
µwk
∫
s
e−~λ.~spiwk (ds)︸ ︷︷ ︸
L(piw
k
)(λ)
+
2N∑
k=1

N∑
i=1
αi(~vk)δ0(vik)g(~vk + ei)
∫
s
e−~λ.(~s−s
i ~ei)piwk (ds)︸ ︷︷ ︸
L(piw
k
)(λ̂i)
µwk = 0 (18)
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Where λ̂i = (λ1, ..., λi−1, 0, λi+1, ..., λN ). We first show recursively that we can express L(piwk )(λ)
in function of linear combinations of L(piwl )(λˇl) where λˇl = (0, ..., 0, λl, 0, ..., 0): step 1. Second,
we show there exists D(λˇl) invertible such that:
D(λˇl)
L(pi
w
1 )(λˇl)
...
L(piw2N )(λˇl)
 = Λ(l), with Λ(l) ∈ R2N a constant vector
Where λˇl = (0, ..., 0, λl, 0, ..., 0): step 2. Finally, we conclude on the uniqueness of the solution
L(piwk )(λ) as a linear combination of L(piwk )(λˇl).
Step 1
First, we express the L(piwk )(λ) in function of the L(piwl )(λ̂i). In particular, we find Γ(λ) : RN+ →
M2N (R) and Λ(λ) : RN+ → R2
N , for which Λj(λ) depends only on linear combination of L(piwl )(λ̂i)
where i ∈ [[1, N ]] and l ∈ [[1, 2N ]], such that:
Γ(λ)
L(pi
w
1 )(λ)
...
L(piw2N )(λ)
 = Λ(λ) (19)
To do so, we take g(v) = 1~vj (v) in (18) and find Γ and Λ :
2N∑
k=1
L(piwk )(λ)
[(
N∑
i=1
βδ1(vik)[1~vj (~vk)− 1~vj (~vk − ei)] + αi(~vk)δ0(vij)1~vj (~vk)
)
+ |λ|1~vj (~vk)
]
µwk︸ ︷︷ ︸
Γjk(λ)
=
2N∑
k=1
[
N∑
i=1
αi(~vk)δ0(vik)1~vj (~vk + ei)L(piwk )(λ̂i)
]
µwk︸ ︷︷ ︸
Λj(λ)
(20)
We can remark from (14) that:
Γjk(λ) = 0 ∀k < j
Γjj(λ) =
[(∑N
i=1 βδ1(vij) + αi(~vj)δ0(vij)
)
+ |λ|
]
µwj > 0
Γjk(λ) = −
∑N
i=1 βδ1(vik)1~vj (~vk − ei)µwk , ∀k > j
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So
Γjj(λ) = µwj
N∑
i=1
βδ1(vij) + αi(~vj)δ0(vij) + |λ|µwj
=
2N∑
k=1,k 6=j
µwk
N∑
i=1
[βδ1(vik)1~vj (~vk − ei) + αi(~vk)δ0(vik)1~vj (~vk + ei)] + |λ|µwj
=
2N∑
k=1,k 6=j
|Γjk(λ)|+
2N∑
k=1,k 6=j
µwk
N∑
i=1
αi(~vk)δ0(vik)1~vj (~vk + ei) + |λ|µwj
(21)
Thus Γ is invertible as a strictly dominant diagonal matrix as soon as |λ| ≥ 0. We will use the
same idea in what follows to show there is a unique way to express each L(piwm)(λ), m ∈ I, as a
linear combination of terms of the family
(
L(piwk )(λˇl)
)
1≤l≤N,m∈I
.
Second, take a sequence k1, k2, ... , kd ∈ [[1, N ]], d ≤ N − 1 and define as before λ̂k1...kd which
checks the conditions λ̂kik1...kd = 0. We have from (19):
Γ(λ̂k1...kd)
L(pi
w
1 )(λ̂k1...kd)
...
L(piw2N )(λ̂k1...kd)
 = Λ(λ̂k1...kd) (22)
Using (20) we get:
Λj(λ̂k1...kd) =
2N∑
k=1
 ∑
i/∈{k1,...,kd}
αi(~vk)δ0(vik)1~vj (~vk + ei)L(piwk )(λ̂k1...kdm)

+
∑
i∈{k1,...,kd}
αi(~vk)δ0(vik)1~vj (~vk + ei)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Γ′
jk
L(piwk )(λ̂k1...kd)
µ
w
k
Hence we can decompose Λj(λ̂k1...kd) as follows:
Λ(λ̂k1...kd) = Λ(k1...kd)(λ) + Γ′
L(pi
w
1 )(λ̂k1...kd)
...
L(piw2N )(λ̂k1...kd)

Where Λ(k1...kd)j (λ) depends on λ only through
(
L(piwk )(λ̂k1...kdm)
)
m/∈{k1,...,kd},k∈I
. Thus, equa-
tion (22) can be rewritten as:
[
Γ(λ̂k1...kd)− Γ′
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Γ(k1...kd)(λ̂k1...kd )
L(pi
w
1 )(λ̂k1...kd)
...
L(piw2N )(λ̂k1...kd)
 = Λ(k1...kd)(λ) (23)
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Eventually, we show Γ(k1...kd)(λ̂k1...kd) is invertible as soon as |λ| ≥ 0, denoting byK = {k1, ..., kd}:
2N∑
k=1,6=j
|Γ(k1...kd)jk (λ̂k1...kd)| =
∑
k<j
Γ′jk +
∑
k>j
Γ(λ̂k1...kd)
=
2N∑
k 6=j
(∑
i∈K
αi(~vk)δ0(vik)1~vj (~vk + ei) +
N∑
i=1
βδ1(vik)1~vj (~vk − ei)
)
µwk
=
2N∑
k=1,k 6=j
µwk
N∑
i=1
(
αi(~vk)δ0(vik)1~vj (~vk + ei) + βδ1(vik)1~vj (~vk − ei)
)
−
2N∑
k=1,k 6=j
µwk
∑
i∈I\K
αi(~vk)δ0(vik)1~vj (~vk + ei)
= Γjj(λ̂k1...kd)− |λ̂k1...kd |µwj −
2N∑
k=1,k 6=j
µwk
∑
i∈I\K
αi(~vk)δ0(vik)1~vj (~vk + ei)
Hence Γ(k1...kd)(λ̂k1...kd) is invertible as a strictly dominant diagonal matrix as soon as |λ| ≥ 0.
Finally, there is a unique way to express each L(piwm)(λ), m ∈ I, as a linear combination of terms
of the family
(
L(piwk )(λˇl = λ̂1...l−1 l+1...N )
)
1≤l≤N,m∈I
.
Step 2
To end with a way to compute L(piw)(λ) we show how to find L(piwm)(λˇl) and then we get a new
system of the form:
D(λˇl)
L(pi
w
1 )(λˇl)
...
L(piw2N )(λˇl)
 = Λ(i), with Λ(l) ∈ R2N a constant vector (24)
The idea is the same as previously. We evaluate the expression (19) in all λˇl which gives:
Γ(λˇl)
L(pi
w
1 )(λˇl)
...
L(piw2N )(λˇl)
 = Λ(λˇl) (25)
So at line j:
Λj(λˇl) =
2N∑
k=1
 N∑
i=1
αi(~vk)δ0(vik)1~vj (~vk + ei)L(piwk )( λ̂i ∩ λˇl︸ ︷︷ ︸
=(0,...,0) if i 6=l
)
µwk
And as L(piwk )(0, ..., 0) = 1 we have:
Λj(λˇl) =
2N∑
k=1
µwk
N∑
i=1,i6=l
αi(~vk)δ0(vik)1~vj (~vk + ei)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Λ(l)
j
=cst
+
2N∑
k=1
αl(~vk)δ0(vlk)1~vj (~vk + el)µwk︸ ︷︷ ︸
Djk for k<j
L(piwk )(λˇl)
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We conclude showing D is a diagonally dominant matrix:
Djk(λˇl) = αl(~vk)δ0(vlk)1~vj (~vk + el)µwk , ∀k < j
Djj(λˇl) = Γjj(λˇl) =
[(∑N
i=1 βδ1(vij) + αi(~vj)δ0(vij)
)
+ λl
]
µwj
Djk(λˇl) = Γjk(λˇl) = −
∑N
i=1 βδ1(vik)1~vj (~vk − ei)µwk , ∀k > j
As previously we show thanks to (14) that whenever λl ≥ 0
|Djj(λˇl)| =
2N∑
k=1,k 6=j
|Djk(λˇl)|+ µwk
N∑
i=1,i6=l
αi(~vk)δ0(vik)1~vj (~vk + ei) + λlµwj >
2N∑
k=1,k 6=j
|Djk(λˇl)|
Hence, L(piwk )(λˇl) are uniquely determined by (24) for all k, and for any l. Moreover, there is
a unique way to express each L(piwm)(λ), m ∈ I, as a linear combination of terms of the family(
L(piwk )(λˇl)
)
1≤l≤N,m∈I
. We conclude that if it exists, (16) has a unique solution piw.
3.2 Slow Fast analysis
As we know that synaptic weights dynamics are slow compare to the network dynamics, (St, Vt)t≥0
change fast compare to (Wt)t>0, so:∑
w˜∈Gw
i
,w˜ 6=w
φi(s, w˜, w) φi(s, w,w)
Hence, in order to make a slow fast analysis we introduce the sequence (n)n≥0, such that
lim
n∞ n = 0, as follows: ∑
w˜∈Gw
i
,w˜ 6=w
φin(s, w˜, w) = O(n) = 1− φin(s, w,w) (26)
We denote ϕi functions such that
φin(s, w˜, w) = nϕi(s, w˜, w) + o(n), so that
∑
w˜∈Gw
i
,w˜ 6=w
ϕi(s, w˜, w) = O(1) (27)
Remark 2. We give an example to illustrate (27). Indeed, ϕi depends on the choice of φin which
is not unique. For instance, if the slow process comes from the fact p+/− are multiplied by n.
Thus, φin can be deduced from (4) where we replace p+/− by np+/−:
φin(s, w′, w) =
∏
j 6=i
[
ζjp np
+(sj) + (1− ζjp)(1− np+(sj))
] [
ζjd np
−(sj) + (1− ζjd)(1− np−(sj))
]
So, reminding that W ijt ≥ ∆w for all t ≥ 0:
φin(s, w′ = w −∆wEij , w) =

np
−(sj)
∏
k 6=i,j [(1− np−(sk))]
∏
k 6=i [(1− np+(sk))] if wij > ∆w
0 if wij = ∆w
φin(s, w′ = w + ∆wEij , w) = np+(sj)
∏
k 6=i
[
(1− np−(sk))
] ∏
k 6=i,j
[
(1− np+(sk))
]
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For all other w′, φin(s, w′, w) = o(n).
Thus:
φin(s, w′ = w −∆wEij , w) =
{
np
−(sj) + o(n) if wij > ∆w
0 if wij = ∆w
φin(s, w′ = w + ∆wEij , w) = np+(sj) + o(n)
Hence we give the ϕi which verifies conditions of (26) and (27) for this example:
ϕi(s, w′ = w −∆wEij , w) =
{
p−(sj) if wij > ∆w
0 if wij = ∆w
ϕi(s, w′ = w + ∆wEij , w) = p+(sj)
ϕi(s, w′, w) = 0 for all other w′
We give another example: if we keep the normal p+/−, and define φin as φin = nφi, then ϕi = φi.
We now highlight the difference of time scale in the new generator C′n which is the same as C
with φin instead of φi. In the following, test functions we take are all in D(C) ∩ Cb(E) :
C′nf(w, s, v) =
N∑
i=1
∂sif(w, s, v) +
∑
i
δ1(vi)β[f(w, s, v − ei)− f(w, s, v)]
+
∑
i
αi(w, v)δ0(vi) (f(w, s− siei, v + ei)− f(w, s, v))φin(s, w,w)
+
∑
i
αi(w, v)δ0(vi)
 ∑
w˜∈Gw
i
,w˜ 6=w
(f(w˜, s− siei, v + ei)− f(w, s, v))φin(s, w˜, w)

=
N∑
i=1
∂sif(w, s, v)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Btrf(w,s,v)
+
∑
i
δ1(vi)β[f(w, s, v − ei)− f(w, s, v)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
B↓f(w,s,v)
+ (1−O(n))
∑
i
αi(w, v)δ0(vi) (f(w, s− siei, v + ei)− f(w, s, v))︸ ︷︷ ︸
B↑f(w,s,v)
+
∑
i
αi(w, v)δ0(vi)
 ∑
w˜∈Gw
i
,w˜ 6=w
(f(w˜, s− siei, v + ei)− f(w, s, v))(nϕi(s, w˜, w) + o(n))

Denoting the operator A : D(A) ⊂ Cb(E)→ Cb(E) by:
Af(w, s, v) =
∑
i
αi(w, v)δ0(vi)
 ∑
w˜∈Gw
i
,w˜ 6=w
(f(w˜, s− siei, v + ei)− f(w, s, v))ϕi(s, w˜, w)

(28)
And Ar : D(Ar) ⊂ Cb(E)→ Cb(E) by:
Arf(w, s, v) =
∑
i
αi(w, v)δ0(vi)
 ∑
w˜∈Gw
i
,w˜ 6=w
(f(w˜, s− siei, v + ei)− f(w, s, v))
 (29)
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And B : D(B) ⊂ Cb(E)→ Cb(E):
B = Btr + B↓ + B↑ (30)
With the previous assumptions on time scales we get the following process (X˜nt )t≥0 =
(W˜nt , S˜nt , V˜ nt )t≥0 generated by:
C′n = nA+ B +O(n)B↑ + o(n)Ar
On this time scale, the network evolve at speed 1 and the plasticity at n. In order to apply results
of [31], we will study the system 1n times faster and then denote by (Y
n
t )t≥0 = (Wnt , Snt , V nt )t≥0 =(
X˜nt
n
)
t≥0
. Thus, (Y nt )t≥0 is generated by:
Cn = 1
n
C′n = A+
1
n
B +O(1)B↑ + o(1)Ar (31)
We remark that ∀w ∈ E1, h ∈ D(B) ⊂ Cb(E2) the operator Bw defined by Bwh(s, v) = Bh(w, s, v)
is the one studied previously. In the above, we showed it has a unique invariant measure piw.
Thereby, the process (Wnt , Snt , V nt )t≥0 with generator Cn is composed of a fast part which gives
the dynamics of the network, (Snt , V nt )t≥0, and a slow one which gives the weights’ dynamics,
(Wnt )t≥0. Hence, we can expect that as n tends to infinity, the fast part will quickly reach its
stationary distribution depending on the current weights whereas the weights will jump from
time to time. As soon as weights jump, the network will reach a new stationary distribution
instantaneously. Weights jumps will depend on the network distribution. We apply Theorem 2.1
of [31] in the special case of example 2.3 given in the same article which gives in our case the
following proposition:
Proposition 3.13. (Wnt , Snt , V nt )t≥0 converges, when n→ +∞, in law to (Wt, St, Vt)t≥0 where
(St, Vt) ∼ piWt and (Wt) is the solution of the martingale problem associated to the operator
Cav : D(Cav)→ Cb(E1):
Cavf(w) =
∫
E2
Af(w, s, v)piw(ds, dv) (32)
Proof. We use the Theorem 2.1 of [31] twice. Once to link the occupation measure of the fast
process to its invariant measure and then again to show (32).
We denote by Fnt the natural filtration of (Wnt , Snt , V nt )t≥0. I will enumerate and show the
properties we need in order to apply [31].
1. (Wnt )t≥0 satisfies the compact containment condition that is for each  > 0 and T > 0
there exists a compact K ⊂ E1 such that:
inf
n
P(Wnt ∈ K, t ≤ T ) ≥ 1− 
Proof. We denote Ki =
{
w˜ ∈ E1 s.t. ∀k, l ∈ [[1, N ]], |w˜kl − wkl0 | ≤ i∆w
}
. Therefore, we want to
show that for each  > 0 and T > 0, ∃i large enough to have ∀n ∈ N:
P(Wnt ∈ Ki−1, t ≤ T ) ≥ 1−  (33)
But:
P(Wnt ∈ Ki−1, t ≤ T ) = P
(
W˜nt ∈ Ki−1, t ≤
T
n
)
= 1− P
(
∃t ≤ T
n
, W˜nt /∈ Ki−1
)
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So we major P
(
∃t ≤ Tn , W˜nt /∈ Ki−1
)
in what follows. As limn∞ Tn = +∞, the time on which
we are looking at our process is becoming larger and larger with n so we need the probability
of jumping to become smaller and smaller as it is the case for (W˜nt )t≥0. Indeed, when neuron i
jumps from 0 to 1, wij and wji for j 6= i have probability to jump of order n.
First, from (26) there exists c > 0 such that the probability to have a change of weight knowing
neuron i jumped from 0 to 1 is less than c n, so for all i, s and w:∑
w˜∈Gw
i
,w˜ 6=w
φin(s, w˜, w) = P
(
W˜nt 6= W˜nt− |V˜ n,it − V˜ n,it− = 1
)
≤ c n < 1
From this we define the process Xnt as the particular case of the process X˜nt for which neurons
are independent and fire at rate γ = max(β, αM ) and whenever a neuron i jumps (from 0 to 1 or
1 to 0), Wnt change with probability c n. We just impose that the size of weights jumps are as
before: +/− ∆w. Hence, in such a process weights jump more frequently. So denoting by Nwt
and Nwt processes respectively counting the number of jumps of W˜nt and W
w
t between 0 and t,
and as previously, N t the counting process corresponding to the number of jump of the process
(V t)t≥0. Thus:
P
(
∃t ≤ T
n
, W˜nt /∈ Ki−1
)
= P
(
∃k, l ∈ [[1, N ]], ∃t ≤ T
n
, |(W˜nt )kl − wkl0 | ≥ i∆w
)
≤ P
(
NwT
n
≥ i
)
≤ P
(
N
w
T
n
≥ i
)
=
+∞∑
k=i
P(NwT
n
= k)
But
P(NwT
n
= k) =
+∞∑
m=k
(
P(N T
n
= m)(cn)k (1− cn)m−k
(
m
k
))
=
+∞∑
m=k
e−NαM
T
n
(NαM Tn )
m
m! (cn)
k (1− cn)m−k
(
m
k
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
probability (Wnt )t≥0 changed k times knowing (V
n
t )t≥0 jumped m times
So for n small enough:
P
(
∃t ≤ T
n
, W˜nt /∈ Ki−1
)
≤
+∞∑
k=i
+∞∑
m=k
(
e−NαM
T
n
(NαM Tn )
m
m! (cn)
k (1− cn)m−k
(
m
k
))
≤
+∞∑
k=i
e−NαM
T
n
+∞∑
m=k
(
(NαMT )m
k!(m− k)!
ck
(n)m−k
(1− cn)m−k
)
≤
+∞∑
k=i
(NαMTc)k
k! e
−NαM Tn
+∞∑
m=k
(
(NαMT )m−k( 1n − c)m−k
(m− k)!
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
e
NαM (
1
n
−c)T
≤
+∞∑
k=i
(NαMTc)k
k! e
−NαMT ≤
+∞∑
k=i
(NαMTc)k
k! −→i→+∞ 0
Hence, ∃ i such that (33) is satisfied.
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2. Moreover, define ∀w ∈ E1, h ∈ D(B) ⊂ Cb(E2) the operator Bw by Bwh(s, v) = Bh(w, s, s).
There exists a unique probability measure on E2 piw such that:∫
E2
Bw(s, v)piw(ds, dv) = 0
Proof. See theorem 3.1.
3. ∀g ∈ D(C) ∩ Cb(E1) :
g(Wnt )−
∫ t
0
Ag(Wnu , Snu , V nu )du+ on(1)
∫ t
0
Arg(Wnu , Snu , V nu )du (34)
is a Fnt martingale and ∀(w, s, v) ∈ E
lim
n→+∞E(w,s,v)
[
sup
t≤T
∣∣∣∣on(1) ∫ t
0
Arg(Wnu , Snu , V nu )du
∣∣∣∣] = 0 (35)
Proof. ∀f ∈ D(C) = D(Cn):
f(Wnt , Snt , V nt )−
∫ t
0
Cnf(Wnu , Snu , V nu )du (36)
is a Fnt martingale and ∀g ∈ D(C) ∩ Cb(E1)
nCng(w, s, v) =
∑
i
αi(w, v)δ0(vi)
 ∑
w˜∈Gw
i
,w˜ 6=w
(g(w˜)− g(w))φin(s, w˜, w)

= nAg(w, s, v) + o(n)Arg(w, s, v)
So (34) is a Fnt martingale.
Moreover, as g ∈ D(A) ∩ Cb(E1) and maxi∈I,w∈E1 (#Gwi )∩ ≤ 22(N−1), ∃M > 0 such that:
|Arg(w, s, v)| =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
i
αi(w, v)δ0(vi)
∑
w˜∈Gw
i
,w˜ 6=w
(g(w˜)− g(w))
∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤ 2N αM
(
max
i∈I,w∈E1
#Gwi
)
2 sup
x∈E1
|g(x)| ≤M
Hence, ∀(w, s, v) ∈ E, E(w,s,v)
[
supt≤T
∣∣∣on(1) ∫ t0 Arg(Wnu , Snu , V nu )du∣∣∣] = on(1), thus condi-
tion (35) is satisfied.
4. Similarly, ∀h ∈ D(C) ∩ Cb(E2)
h(Snt , V nt )−
∫ t
0
1
n
Bh(Wnu , Snu , V nu )du (37)
is a Fnt martingale
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Proof.
nCnh(w, s, v) =
N∑
i=1
∂sih(s, v) +
∑
i
δ1(vi)β[h(s, v − ei)− h(s, v)]
+
∑
i
αi(w, v)δ0(vi) (h( s− siei, v + ei)− h(s, v))φin(s, w,w)
+
∑
i
αi(w, v)δ0(vi)
 ∑
w˜∈Gw
i
,w˜ 6=w
(h( s− siei, v + ei)− h( s, v))φin(s, w˜, w)

=
N∑
i=1
∂sih(s, v) +
∑
i
δ1(vi)β[h(s, v − ei)− h(s, v)]
+
∑
i
αi(w, v)δ0(vi) (h( s− siei, v + ei)− h(s, v))
φin(s, w,w) + ∑
w˜∈Gw
i
,w˜ 6=w
φin(s, w˜, w)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1
= Bh(w, s, v)
So
Cnh = 1
n
Bh
As (36)is a Fnt martingale, (37) is a Fnt martingale too.
Thus, conditions of example 2.3 of [31] are satisfied and (Wnt , Snt , V nt )t≥0 converges, when
n→ +∞, in law to (Wt, St, Vt)t≥0 where (St, Vt) ∼ piWt and (Wt) is the solution of the martingale
problem associated to the operator Cav : D(Cav) ⊂ Cb(E1)→ Cb(E1):
Cavf(w) =
∫
E2
Af(w, s, v)piw(ds, dv)
Indeed, we use theorem 2.1 of [31] twice. First the point 1., 2. and 4. enable us to use the
theorem to obtain that when n → +∞, (Wn,Γn) → (W,Γ) such that there exists a filtration
{G1t } such that
Mt =
∫ t
0
∫
E2
Bf(W (s), y)Γ(ds× dy)
is a {G1t }-martingale for each f ∈ D(C|Cb(E2)). But Mt is continuous and of bounded variation,
so it must be constant (see for instance Theorem 27 of [43]) and finally Mt = 0 for all t > 0. We
then write Γ(ds× dy) = γs(dy)ds and get∫ t
0
∫
E2
Bf(W (s), y)γs(dy)ds = 0
And then ∫
E2
Bf(W (s), y)γs(dy) = 0
So we can take γs(dy) = piWs(dy) is the unique invariant measure for Bx such that Bxf(y) =
Bf(x, y). We conclude using 1.,2. and 3. and the Theorem 2.1 of [31] which gives that∫ t
0
∫
E2
Af(W (s), y)Γ(ds× dy)
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a martingale and thus (Wt) is the solution of the martingale problem associated to the operator
Cav : D(Cav) ⊂ Cb(E1)→ Cb(E1):
Cavf(w) =
∫
E2
Af(w, s, v)piw(ds, dv)
This time scale separation gives the infinitesimal generator of the weight process on the slow
time scale. However, we don’t know explicitly piw but its Laplace transform. Under some simple
assumptions, we can get explicitly the dynamic of the weights which is a Markov process on E1
with non-homogeneous jump rates depending on the Laplace transform of piw.
Proposition 3.14. Suppose that for all i ∃ Φi(w˜,w) such that ϕi(s, w˜, w) = L
(
Φi(w˜,w)
)
(s).
Then,
Cavf(w) =
∑
w˜∈Gw,w˜ 6=w
(f(w˜)−f(w))
∑
v∈I
µwv
∑
i s.t. w˜∈Gw
i
αi(w, v)δ0(vi)
∫
RN+
Φi(w˜,w)(s)L(piwv )(s)(ds)

Where Gw = {w′ ∈ E1,P(W1 = w′|W0 = w) > 0} and µwv is the invariant measure of the process
generated by B0 defined in (13).
Proof. If we develop the infinitesimal generator of the process (Wt)t≥0. Thanks to (32) and (28)
we get:
Cavf(w) =
∫
E2
Af(w, s, v)piw(ds, dv) =
∑
v∈I
∫
E2
Af(w, s, v)µwv piwv (ds)
=
∑
v∈I
∫
E2
∑
i
αi(w, v)δ0(vi)
 ∑
w˜∈Gw
i
,w˜ 6=w
(f(w˜)− f(w))ϕi(s, w˜, w)
µwv piwv (ds)
=
∑
v∈I
µwv
∑
i
αi(w, v)δ0(vi)
 ∑
w˜∈Gw
i
,w˜ 6=w
(f(w˜)− f(w))
∫
E2
ϕi(s, w˜, w)piwv (ds)

With the assumption that for all i ∃ Φi(w˜,w) such that ϕi(s, w˜, w) = L(Φ(w˜,w))(s) we get:
Cavf(w) =
∑
v∈I
µwv
∑
i
αi(w, v)δ0(vi)
 ∑
w˜∈Gw
i
,w˜ 6=w
(f(w˜)− f(w))
∫
RN+
L(Φi(w˜,w))(s)piwv (ds)

=
∑
v∈I
µwv
∑
i
αi(w, v)δ0(vi)
 ∑
w˜∈Gw
i
,w˜ 6=w
(f(w˜)− f(w))
∫
RN+
Φi(w˜,w)(s)L(piwv )(s)(ds)

=
∑
w˜∈G,w˜ 6=w
(f(w˜)− f(w))
∑
v∈I
µwv
∑
i s.t. w˜∈Gw
i
αi(w, v)δ0(vi)
∫
RN+
Φi(w˜,w)(s)L(piwv )(s)(ds)

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4 Sufficient conditions for recurrence and transience
Plasticity models evolved interacting with neurologists’ discoveries. For instance, models based
on STDP confirmed the need of homeostasis in order to regulate evolution of weights: prevent
from their divergence or extinction, need of competition. Indeed, Hebbian learning suffers from a
positive feedback instability and lead to all neurons wiring together [48]. Synaptic scaling and
metaplasticity are the main homeostatic mechanisms used in models through different ways [47].
In our model we don’t have such mechanisms, like hard or soft bounds, but we can show that
weights still stabilize under some conditions. We propose some general conditions which we
manage to express in a simple condition on parameters of our model.
In our case, we are faced with a non-homogeneous in space and homogeneous in time Markov
process which is in a space equivalent to NN2 . A few results exists for such processes. As
underlines authors of the book [37], Lyapunov techniques seem to be the most adapted to analyse
such processes.
For the sake of simplicity and as it doesn’t change anything in what follows, we consider now
∆w = 1. Then E1 = NN
2
∗ . Also, we are interested in the case presented in the first example given
in remark 2. Therefore, the slow process comes from the fact p+/− are multiplied by n, so:
ϕi(s, w′ = w − Eij , w) =
{
p−(sj) if wij > 1
0 if wij = 1
ϕi(s, w′ = w + Eij , w) = p+(sj)
ϕi(s, w′, w) = 0 for all other w′
If we develop the infinitesimal generator of the process (Wt)t≥0. Thanks to (32) and (28) we get:
Cavf(w) =
∫
E2
Af(w, s, v)piw(ds, dv) =
∑
v∈I
∫
E2
Af(w, s, v)µwv piwv (ds)
=
∑
v∈I
∫
E2
∑
i
αi(w, v)δ0(vi)
 ∑
w˜∈Gw
i
,w˜ 6=w
(f(w˜)− f(w))ϕi(s, w˜, w)
µwv piwv (ds)
=
∑
i,j: i 6=j
(f(w + Eij)− f(w))
 ∑
v,vj=0
µwv αj(w, v)
∫
E2
p+(si)piwv (ds)

+
∑
i,j: i 6=j
1]1,+∞[(wij)(f(w − Eij)− f(w))
 ∑
v,vi=0
µwv αi(w, v)
∫
E2
p−(sj)piwv (ds)

(38)
Denoting rate of jump by r+/−ij (w) we get:
Cavf(w) =
∑
i,j
(f(w + Eij)− f(w))r+ij(w) + 1]1,+∞[(wij)(f(w − Eij)− f(w))r−ij(w) (39)
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4.1 General conditions for positive recurrence and transience
Proposition 4.1. Assume the following conditions:
• ∃I+/−m , I+/−M ∈ R∗+ such that I+/−m ≤ r+/−ij (w) ≤ I+/−M for all w,
• I−m > I+M which leads to r
+
ij(w)− r−ij(w) ≤ I+M − I−m < 0 for all w
Then, the process (Wt)t≥0 associated to the generator Cav given in (39) is positive recurrent.
Proof. We use proposition 1.3 from Hairer’s course [22]. In order to check assumptions of this
proposition, we need to find a function f : E1 → R+ such that limx→+∞ f(x) = +∞ and ∃A ⊂ E1
finite such that for all w ∈ E1\A:
Cavf(w) ≤ −1 (40)
We define f : E1 → R+ as:
∀ w ∈ E1, f(w) =
∑
i,j: i 6=j
(wij)2 = ||w||2
So
Cavf(w) =
∑
i,j: i6=j
(||w + Eij ||2 − ||w||2)r+ij(w) +
∑
i,j: i 6=j, wij 6=1
(||w − Eij ||2 − ||w||2)r−ij(w)
=
∑
i,j: i6=j
(2wij + 1)r+ij(w) +
∑
i,j: i 6=j, wij 6=1
(−2wij + 1)r−ij(w)
=
∑
i,j: i 6=j, wij 6=1
(2wij + 1)r+ij(w) +
∑
i,j: i 6=j, wij 6=1
(−2wij + 1)r−ij(w) +
∑
i,j: i 6=j, wij=1
(2wij + 1)r+ij(w)
=
∑
i,j: i 6=j, wij 6=1
2wij(r+ij(w)− r−ij(w)) +
∑
i,j: i6=j, wij 6=1
(
r−ij(w) + r+ij(w)
)
+
∑
i,j: i 6=j, wij=1
(2wij + 1)r+ij(w)
≤
∑
i,j: i 6=j, wij 6=1
2wij(r+ij(w)− r−ij(w)) + (N2 −#{wij = 1})r−ij(w) +N2r+ij(w) + 2#{wij = 1}r+ij(w)︸ ︷︷ ︸
≤3N2(r+
ij
(w)+r−
ij
(w))≤3N2(I+
M
+I−
M
)
As r+ij(w) − r−ij(w) ≤ I+M − I−m < 0 for all w such that ||w|| > N (to enforce that at least one
wkl > 1):
Cavf(w) ≤ 2 max
i,j: i6=j
(wij)(I+M − I−m) + 3N2((I+M + I−M )) −→||w||→+∞ −∞
Let wsep ∈ N∗+ be such that
w′ ≥ wsep ⇒ 2w′(I+M − I−m) + 3N2(I+M + I−M ) ≤ −1
As maxi,j(wij) ≥ ||w||N , we define A0 = {w, ||w|| > Nwsep} so:
w ∈ A0 ⇒ max
i,j
(wij) ≥ wsep ⇒ 2 max
i,j
(wij)(I+M − I−m) + 3N2((I+M + I−M )) ≤ −1
Let A = Ac0 = {w, ||w|| ≤ Nwsep}. A is finite and for all w ∈ E1\A:
Cavf(w) ≤ −1
Which proves, by proposition 1.3 from Hairer’s course [22], positive recurrence of (Wt)t≥0.
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Corollary 4.2. If limr→+∞ supw∈Σ,‖w‖≥r(r+ij(w)− r−ij(w)) < 0
Then, the process (Wt)t≥0 associated to the generator Cav given in (39) is positive recurrent.
Proof. Exactly the same as the proof of proposition 4.1.
Proposition 4.3. p+(s)− p−(s) > γ > 0 for all s ∈ R∗+ imply transience of (Wt)t≥0.
Proof. Let define
A = {w ∈ E1 s.t. minwij ≤ w′ > 1}
And f : E1 → R+ such that:
f(x) =

1
N2w′ if x ∈ A,
1∑
xij
if x ∈ Ac
Thus, infA f = 1N2w′ so for all w ∈ Ac, f(w) < infA f .
Moreover,
Cavf(w) =
∑
i,j
(f(w + Eij)− f(w))r+ij(w) + 1]1,+∞[(wij)(f(w − Eij)− f(w))r−ij(w)
=
∑
i,j
−1
w(w + 1)r
+
ij(w) + 1]1,+∞[(wij)
1
w(w − 1)r
−
ij(w)
≤
∑
i,j
−1
w(w + 1)r
+
ij(w) +
1
w(w − 1)r
−
ji(w) ≤
∑
i
∑
v,vi=0
µwv αi(w, v)
∑
j 6=i
1
w(w + 1)
∫
E2
(p−(sj)− p+(sj))piwv (ds)
< −γ 1
w(w + 1)
∑
i
∑
v,vi=0
µwv αi(w, v) ≤ 0
We can apply theorem 2.5.8 of [37] to prove transience of the process.
Surprisingly, it is not true that p+(s)−p−(s) < −γ < 0 for all s ∈ R∗+ imply positive recurrence
of (Wt)t≥0 as we showed in simulations.
Remark 3. Denoting by η(w) the expectation of jumps of (Wt)t≥0, we easily get that ηij(w) =
(r+ij(w)− r−ij(w))∆w. Thus, conditions on (r+ij(w)− r−ij(w)) are equivalent to conditions on ηij(w).
We now compute the constants I+/−m , I+/−M ∈ R∗+ in order to derive a simple condition of
transience or recurrence depending on parameters.
4.2 A simple condition on parameters for positive recurrence
We want to bound the following quantities:
r
+/−
ij (w) =
∑
v,vj=0
µwv αj(w, v)
∫
E2
p+/−(si)piwv (ds)
The main idea is to use that 0 < αm ≤ αj(w, v) ≤ αM so
αm
∫
E2
p+(si)
 ∑
v,vj=0
µwv pi
w
v (ds)
 ≤ ∑
v,vj=0
µwv αj(w, v)
∫
E2
p+(si)piwv (ds) ≤ αM
∫
E2
p+(si)
 ∑
v,vj=0
µwv pi
w
v (ds)

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The quantity to bound is now
∫
E2
p+(si)
 ∑
v,vj=0
µwv pi
w
v (ds)

But for all differentiable p+, by Fubini:∫
E2
p+(si)piwv (ds) =
∫
E2
(∫ si
0
(p+)′(u)du+ p+(0)
)
piwv (ds)
= p+(0) +
∫
E2
(∫ +∞
0
(p+)′(u)1{u<si}du
)
piwv (ds)
= p+(0) +
∫ +∞
0
(∫
E2
1{si<u}pi
w
v (ds)
)
(p+)′(u)du
= p+(0) +
∫ +∞
0
Ppiw
(
Sit > u|Vt = v
)
(p+)′(u)du
We are finally interested in bounding∑
v,vj=0
µwv Ppiw
(
Sit > u|Vt = v
)
=
∑
v,vj=0
Ppiw (Vt = v)Ppiw
(
Sit > u|Vt = v
)
= Ppiw
(
Sit > u, V
j
t = 0
)
Proposition 4.4. For all w ∈ E2:
α2Me
−βu − β2e−αMu
α2M − β2
β
αM + β
≤ Ppiw
(
Sit > u, V
j
t = 0
)
≤ α
2
me
−βu − β2e−αmu
α2m − β2
β
αm + β
(41)
Let (Vt, St) and (Vt, St) be the processes for which
(
(V it , Sit)t≥0
)
i
(the same for
(
(V it , Sit)t≥0
)
i
)
are independent each other and neurons jump from 0 to 1 respectively with a rate αM and αm
and from 1 to 0 with the rate β. We thus get for similar trajectories, for all t ≥ 0 and all i:
Sit ≤ Sit ≤ Sit
Thus, we can bound Ppiw
(
Sit > u|Vt = v
)
as follows:
Ppiw
(
Sit > u, V
j
t = 0
)
≤ Ppiw
(
Sit > u, V
j
t = 0
)
≤ Ppiw
(
Sit > u, V
j
t = 0
)
So
Ppiw
(
Sit > u
)
Ppiw
(
V jt = 0
)
≤ Ppiw
(
Sit > u, V
j
t = 0
)
≤ Ppiw
(
Sit > u
)
Ppiw
(
V jt = 0
)
(42)
First, let bound Ppiw
(
V jt = 0
)
=
∑
v,vj=0.
Proposition 4.5. For all i, w:
β
αM + β
≤
∑
v,vi=0
µwv ≤
β
αm + β
(43)
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Proof. Let recall from (13) the generator of the process of neurons (Vt) only when w is fixed
jump:
B0g(v) =
N∑
i=1
βδ1(vi)[g(v − ei)− g(v)] + αi(w, v)δ0(vi) [g(v + ei)− g(v)]
Which gives for the invariant measure µw = (µwv )v∈I :∑
v∈I
B0g(v)µwv = 0
Thus, let i ∈ [[1, N ]] with gi(v) = δ0(vi), we get:
0 =
∑
v∈I
B0gi(v)µwv =
∑
v∈I
µwv
N∑
j=1
βδ1(vj)[gi(v − ej)− gi(v)] + αj(w, v)δ0(vj) [gi(v + ej)− gi(v)]
=
∑
v∈I,vi=0
µwv
N∑
j=1
βδ1(vj)[gi(v − ej)− gi(v)] + αj(w, v)δ0(vj) [gi(v + ej)− gi(v)]
∑
v∈I,vi=1
µwv
N∑
j=1
βδ1(vj)[gi(v − ej)− gi(v)] + αj(w, v)δ0(vj) [gi(v + ej)− gi(v)]
=
∑
v∈I,vi=0
µwv (−αi(w, v)) +
∑
v∈I,vi=1
µwv β
Indeed, when vi = 0, for all j 6= i one has gi(v − ej)− gi(v) = gi(v + ej)− gi(v) = 1− 1 = 0 and
gi(v + ei)− gi(v) = 0− 1 = −1, δ1(vi) = 0. Doing the same reasoning with vi = 1 we get the last
line. Then, we also know that
∑
v∈I,vi=0 µ
w
v +
∑
v∈I,vi=1 µ
w
v = 1 so:
0 =
∑
v∈I,vi=0
µwv (−αi(w, v)) +
∑
v∈I,vi=1
µwv β
=
∑
v∈I,vi=0
µwv (−αi(w, v)) + (1−
∑
v∈I,vi=0
µwv )β
= β − (β
∑
v∈I,vi=0
µwv +
∑
v∈I,vi=0
µwv αi(w, v))
Finally,
(β + αm)
∑
v∈I,vi=0
µwv ≤ (β
∑
v∈I,vi=0
µwv +
∑
v∈I,vi=0
µwv αi(w, v)) ≤ (β + αM )
∑
v∈I,vi=0
µwv
We conclude that
β
αM + β
≤
∑
v,vi=0
µwv ≤
β
αm + β
(44)
We now focus our interest on computations of Ppiw
(
Sit > u
)
and Ppiw
(
Sit > u
)
.
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It is interesting to note that the previous inequality holds for all t ≥ 0. We already showed
in theorem 3.1 that each of (Sit , V it ) and (Sit , V it ) possesses a unique invariant measure (S∞, V∞)
and (S∞, V∞). Therefore, as (42) is true for all t ≥ 0, we get:
P
(
S∞ > u
)
Ppiw
(
V jt = 0
)
≤ Ppiw
(
Sit > u, V
j
t = 0
)
≤ P (S∞ > u)Ppiw (V jt = 0) (45)
We turn on the computing of measures of (S∞, V∞) and (S∞, V∞) from their Laplace trans-
forms. To do so, we study the process (St, Vt) ∈ R + ×{0, 1} with the following generator
(A, D(A)):
Af(s, v) = βδ1(v) (f(s, 0)− f(s, 1)) + αδ0(v) (f(0, 1)− f(s, 0)) + ∂sf(s, v) (46)
Proposition 4.6. The invariant probability measure pi(ds, v) of (St, Vt) is:
pi(ds, v) = αβ
α− β (e
−βs − e−αs)dsµ010(v) + βe−βsdsµ111(v) (47)
Proof. As in (15), pi can be written as: pi(ds, v) = pi0(ds)10(v)µ0 + pi1(ds)11(v)µ1. In this case,
µ0 = βα+β and µ1 =
α
α+β . Moreover, it is an invariant measure if and only if Epi[Af ] = 0,∀f ∈
D(A). Thanks to functions f well-chosen we get equations on Laplace transforms of pi0 and pi1.
Denoting eiλ(s, v) = e−λsδv(i) we get:
β
α+β
∫
R+
Ae0λ(s, 0)pi0(ds) + αα+β
∫
R+
Ae0λ(s, 1)pi1(ds) = 0
β
α+β
∫
R+
Ae1λ(s, 0)pi0(ds) + αα+β
∫
R+
Ae1λ(s, 1)pi1(ds) = 0
We remind us that:
Af(s, v) = βδ1(v) (f(s, 0)− f(s, 1)) + αδ0(v) (f(0, 1)− f(s, 0)) + ∂sf(s, v)
Thus: 
β
α+β
∫
R+
(αe−λs + λe−λs)pi0(ds) = αα+β
∫
R+
βe−λspi1(ds)
β
∫
R+
αpi0(ds) = α
∫
R+
(β + λ)e−λspi1(ds)
But
∫
R+
pi0(ds) =
∫
R+
pi1(ds) = 1.
Therefore: 
∫
R+
(α+ λ)e−λspi0(ds) = α
∫
R+
e−λspi1(ds)∫
R+
e−λspi1(ds) = β(β+λ) ⇒ pi1(s) = βe−βs
So 
∫
R+
e−λspi0(ds) = αβ(α+λ)(β+λ) ⇒ pi0(s) = αβα−β (e−βs − e−αs)
pi1(s) = βe−βs
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We finally check the measure is invariant, that is to say:
Epi[Af ] = β
α+ β
∫
R+
Af(s, 0)pi0(ds) + α
α+ β
∫
R+
f(s, 1)pi1(ds)
= αβ
2
(α+ β)(α− β)
∫
R+
(−αf(s, 0) + ∂sf(s, 0))(e−βs − e−αs)ds+ αβ
α+ β
∫
R+
(β(f(s, 0)− f(s, 1)) + ∂sf(s, 1))e−βsds
= αβ
2
(α+ β)(α− β)
[∫
R+
(−αf(s, 0) + ∂sf(s, 0))e−βsds+
∫
R+
(αf(s, 0)− ∂sf(s, 0))e−αsds
]
+ αβ
α+ β
[∫
R+
βf(s, 0)e−βsds+
∫
R+
(−βf(s, 1) + ∂sf(s, 1))e−βsds
]
=
[
αβ2(β − α)
(α+ β)(α− β) +
αβ2
(α+ β)
] ∫
R+
f(s, 0)e−βsds
= 0
Moreover,
∑
v∈{0,1}
∫
R+
pi(ds, v) = βα+β
∫
R+
pi0(ds) + αα+β
∫
R+
pi1(ds) = 1 completes the proof.
We can now go on the proof of proposition 4.4.
Proof. We replace α by αM for S∞ and by αm for S∞:
P
(
S∞ > u
)
=
∫ ∞
u
(piαM (ds, 0) + piαM (ds, 1))
=
∫ ∞
u
(
αMβ
αM − β (e
−βs − e−αMs) β
αM + β
+ βe−βs αM
αM + β
)
ds
= α
2
Me
−βu − β2e−αMu
α2M − β2
And
P
(
S∞ > u
)
=
∫ ∞
u
(piαm(ds, 0) + piαm(ds, 1)) =
α2me
−βu − β2e−αmu
α2m − β2
So from (45):
α2Me
−βu − β2e−αMu
α2M − β2
Ppiw
(
V jt = 0
)
≤ Ppiw
(
Sit > u, V
j
t = 0
)
≤ α
2
me
−βu − β2e−αmu
α2m − β2
Ppiw
(
V jt = 0
)
Hence with (44):
α2Me
−βu − β2e−αMu
α2M − β2
β
αM + β
≤ Ppiw
(
Sit > u, V
j
t = 0
)
≤ α
2
me
−βu − β2e−αmu
α2m − β2
β
αm + β
(48)
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From this proposition we deduce bounds on the rates r+/−ij (w) =
∑
v,vi=0 µ
w
v αi(w, v)
∫
E2
p+/−(sj)piwv (ds)
for all p+ and p− differentiable monotone. If functions p+ and p− are decreasing:(
p+/−(0) +
∫ +∞
0
(
α2me
−βu − β2e−αmu
α2m − β2
)
(p+/−)′(u)du
)
αm
∑
v,vj=0
µwv
≤ r+/−ij (w) ≤
(
p+/−(0) +
∫ +∞
0
(
α2Me
−βu − β2e−αMu
α2M − β2
)
(p+/−)′(u)du
)
αM
∑
v,vj=0
µwv
We finally conclude with p+(s) = A+e
−s
τ+ and p−(s) = A−e
−s
τ− :
r
+/−
ij (w) ≥
(
A+/− −
∫ +∞
0
(
α2me
−βu − β2e−αmu
α2m − β2
)
A+/−
τ+/−
e
− uτ+/− du
)
αm
∑
v,vj=0
µwv
≥ A+/−αm
1− α2mτ+/−β+1 − β2τ+/−αm+1
α2m − β2
 ∑
v,vj=0
µwv
≥ A+/−αmβ
αM + β
1− α2mτ+/−β+1 − β2τ+/−αm+1(α2m − β2)

To get the last inequality, we used the fact that 1−
α2m
τ+/−β+1
− β2τ+/−αm+1
(α2m−β2) ≥ 0 and proposition 4.5.
We can do the same to major r+/−ij (w):
r
+/−
ij (w) ≤
A+/−αMβ
αm + β
1− α2Mτ+/−β+1 − β2τ+/−αM+1(α2M − β2)

But we showed that if r+ij(w) < r−ij(w) for all w we get that the limit process Wt is recurrent
positive so it is the case if:
A+αM
αm + β
1− α2Mτ+β+1 − β2τ+αM+1(α2M − β2)
 < A−αm
αM + β
1− α2mτ−β+1 − β2τ−αm+1(α2m − β2)

Finally we get the following simple condition:
α2MA+τ+(αMτ+ + βτ+ + 1)(τ−αm + 1)(τ−β + 1)
α2mA−τ−(αmτ− + βτ− + 1)(τ+αM + 1)(τ+β + 1)
< 1
If p+ and p− are not monotone, we can get a similar condition separating intervals where they
are increasing or decreasing.
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Finally, previous results show that in our model weights can diverge although rates are bounded
and we can give simple explicit condition on parameters for which they don’t diverge. This is
the first time, to our knowledge, that such a condition can be given without any homeostatic
mechanisms added. Some analytical studied previously needed to add some constraints in order
to bound weights and obtained results depending on the spike correlation matrix they were not
able to control [18,29,40]. With such a condition, our model becomes ready to use being aware
of criticizes we present in the sixth section.
5 Simulations
As shown in the appendix A, we can find the Laplace transform of pi, the invariant measure of the
fast process. However, inverting it analytically for a network of N neurons, N too large, needs too
heavy computations. Hence, we apply our results in a network of 2 neurons and then simulate a
bigger network. But first let remind us the parameters present in our model.
5.1 Biologically coherent parameters:
Even if simple, our model depends on many parameters. First, let’s recall the probability to
jump:
p+(s) = A+e
− sτ+ and p−(s) = A−e
− sτ−
Then let’s detail the function ξi we used in our simulations. We used the same ξi = ξ for all
neurons, σ > 0 and θ > 0:
ξi(x) = ξ(x) =
S0
1 + e−σ(x−θ) + αm
Our parameters are then: , A+, A−, τ−, τ+, σ, θ, β, αm and αM . Time of influence of a spike
10ms so β∼0.1. Firing rates of neurons are bounded by αm∼0.01 and αM∼1. STDP param-
eters are in the following range: τ+/−∈[1, 50], A+/−∈[0, 1]. Finally, S0 = αM , σ = 0.3, θ =
ln(αM/αm−1)
σ and ≤0.01.
Functions p+ and p− enable to be close to biological experiments [7]:
-100 0 100
0.0
0.5
1.0
Model STDP curve
dt(ms)
dw
/w
Wij
Figure 3: Bi-Poo experiment on our model compare to the real one. Parameters used here are:
A+=1, A−=0.4, τ−=2τ+=34ms as in [20].
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5.2 First applications of our results
In the simple case of (3) we get:
r+ij(w) =
∑
v,vj=0
µwv αj(w, v)
∫
E2
p+(si)piwv (ds)
=
∑
v∈I,vj=0
µwv αj(w, v)
∫
E2
A+e
− siτ+ piwv (ds)
=
∑
v∈I,vj=0
µwv αj(w, v)A+L{piwv }(0, ..., 0,
1
τ+︸︷︷︸
i
, 0, ..., 0)
And
r−ij(w) =
∑
v∈I,vi=0
µwv αi(w, v)A−L{piwv }(0, ..., 0,
1
τ−︸︷︷︸
j
, 0, ..., 0)
One weight free and 2 neurons:
In this example of one weight free and 2 neurons, we get a birth and death process with w21
fixed, w=(w12, w21). We can find the explicit stationnary distribution of the weights in that case.
From previous computations we have:
w12 → w12 + ∆w :
r+(w12) = A+
[
µw00α2(w, 00)L(piw00)
(
1
τ+
, 0
)
+ µw10α2(w, 10)L(piw10)
(
1
τ+
, 0
)]
w12 → w12 −∆w :
r−(w12) = 1]∆w,+∞[(w12)A−
[
µw00α1(w, 00)L(piw00)
(
0, 1
τ−
)
+ µw01α1(w, 01)L(piw01)
(
0, 1
τ−
)]
Hence, it is similar to a birth process on N with 0 reflecting. In order to study the conditions for
transience and recurrence, we use the following theorem which gather some results of the four
first sections of [28] with its notations.
Theorem 5.1. Suppose Xt is a birth and death process on N with birth rates λk > 0 for all k ∈ N
and death rates µk > 0 for all k ∈ N∗ and µ0 = 0. Then [28] gives the following classification:
(a) The process is ergodic if and only if
∑+∞
i=1
∏i
j=1
µj
λj
= +∞ and ∑+∞i=1 ∏ij=1 λj−1µj < +∞. In
this case, there exists a unique θ invariant measure given by:
θ(i) = θ(0)
i∏
j=1
λj−1
µj
With
θ(0) = 1
1 +
∑+∞
i=1
∏i
j=1
λj−1
µj
(b) The process is null recurent if and only if
∑+∞
i=1
∏i
j=1
µj
λj
= +∞ and∑+∞i=1 ∏ij=1 λj−1µj = +∞
(b) The process is transient if and only if
∑+∞
i=1
∏i
j=1
µj
λj
< +∞ and ∑+∞i=1 ∏ij=1 λj−1µj = +∞
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In order to apply this theorem to our example, we prove the following corollary.
Corollary 5.2. Suppose assumptions of theorem 5.1 hold. Suppose in more that λk and µk
converge respectively towards λ and µ when k → +∞. Then Xt is ergodic iff 0 < λ < µ and
transient if λ > µ > 0.
Proof. Let prove only the ergodic case as the proof for the transient one is similar. Suppose that
0 < λ < µ. Thus, for all  > 0, ∃ k0 ∈ N such that for all j > k0, λj−1µj ≤ λµ −  = l and
λj
µj
≤ l.
Taking l < 1 gives the result according to the d’Alembert’s ratio test.
Remark 4. The case λ = µ > 0 is more complex as it will depend on the way (λk) and (µk)
converge.
We come back to our example.
Proposition 5.3. r+(w12, w21) and r−(w12, w21) are strictly positive and converge respectively
to R+(αM , w21) > 0 and R−(αM , w21) > 0 when w12 →∞.
Proof. First, α1(w, 00) = α2(w, 00) = ξ(0) = αm and α1(w, 01) = ξ(w21) don’t depend on w12.
Second, x 7→ Lpiwv (0, x), x 7→ Lpiwv (x, 0) and µwv depend on w12 only through α2(w, 10) = ξ(w12).
But limw12→+∞ ξ(w12) = αM so ~µw converges to ~µ solution of (50) with α1101 = α1(w, 01) = ξ(w21)
and α1110 = limw12→+∞ α2(w, 10) = limw12→+∞ ξ(w12) = αM . Concerning x 7→ Lpiwv (0, x),
we can fix x = x0 and call fv(ξ(w12)) = Lpiwv (0, x0). Computations of 54 show that for all
v ∈ {0, 1}2, 0 < fv(y) < ∞ for all y ∈ [αm, αM ] and is continuous as a positive bounded
rational fraction. Hence, w12 7→ fv(ξ(w12)) is continuous by composition. We conclude that
limw12→+∞ Lpiwv (0, x0) = fv(αM ) and:
lim
w12→∞
r+(w) = lim
w12→∞
A+
µw00αm L(piw00)
(
1
τ+
, 0
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
−→
w→∞
f00(αM )
+µw10αM L(piw10)
(
1
τ+
, 0
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
−→
w→∞
f10(αM )

= A+(µ00αmf00(αM ) + µ10αMf10(αM ))
= R+
It is similar for x 7→ Lpiwv (x, 0).
lim
w12→∞
r−(w) = R−
Hence, by corollary 5.2, R+ < R− ensures the process w12t admits a unique invariant measure
θ:
θ(i∆w) = θ(∆w)
i∏
j=2
r+((j − 1)∆w)
r−(j∆w)
With
θ(∆w) = 1
1 +
∑+∞
i=1
∏i
j=2
r+((j−1)∆w)
r−(j∆w)
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We then wonder when this condition holds and we did simulations with parameters in the
range of biological ones. Practically, explosion of the weight reflects the fact that LTP wins
over LTD. Some studies has tried to tackle question of the relationship between STDP curve
parameters, τ+/− and A+/−, and the balance of LTP and LTD. They showed that when the
integral of the STDP window is enough biased toward depression the system is intrinsically
stable [25, 29, 30]. In our case, we can find examples for which the "enough" is important. For
instance with the following parameters, we get an explosion of w12 when depression wins against
potentiation:
β = 0.1, αm = 0.01, αM = 1, τ+ = 17ms, τ− = 34ms, A− = 0.7, A+ = 0.8,  = 10−4
We took p+/− = p+/−. When  is small enough (≤ 10−4) simulations agrees with analytical
results. That is to say w12 diverges when w21 < 25 and doesn’t diverge when w21 > 25:
0 50 100 150 200
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
p+ 
p- 
Figure 4: Plot of r+(w)−r−(w)(left) and plot of p+, p− on the same graph(right)
0 5000000 10000000 15000000
100
200
300
time(ms)
w
12
0 20000000 40000000 60000000 80000000 100000000
50
100
time(ms)
w
12
Figure 5: Evolution of the weight w12 when w21 is fixed at 15 (left) and 30 (right) and  = 10−4
Remark 5. We can even get divergence when p+(s) < p−(s) for all s ∈ R+
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Example with 2 excitatory neurons
Let’s apply this result in a network of 2 excitatory neurons. First, we denote w = (w12, w21) since
the diagonal elements are null. We are interested in the sign of the limit of sup‖w‖≥r(r
ij
+ (w)−rij−(w))
which is equivalent to sup‖w‖≥r (η(w))
ij (see 3), when r → ∞, in order to use corollary 4.2 to
study stability of weights. We first show this limit exists and then compute it to determine
parameters for which we don’t have weights divergence.
In order to show the existence of the limit, we first recall that w is only present in neurons’ rates.
Thus, thanks to the sigmoid, these rates are bounded and when one of the components of w
goes to ∞, rates in which it plays a role tends to the upper bound of the sigmoid, αM , since all
neurons are excitatory ones. For instance:
α1(w, 01) = ξ(w21) −→
w21→∞
αM
Therefore, we can separate the space R+ × R+ as following the intuition given by the graph of
(η(w))12 for instance:
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Figure 6: η12(w) when A+ = A− = 0, 8 and τ− = 2τ+ = 34ms
So the separation looks like this:
As showed in the appendix A, we can compute the Laplace transforms L{piwv }(λ1, λ2) for
fixed w. If we introduce the dependence on w, it will be in rate terms such as α1101 = α1(w, 01)
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for example. As they are not numerous, we finish this kind of translation: α1101 = α1(w, 01) =
ξ(w21), α1110 = α2(w, 10) = ξ(w12), α1000 = α0100 = ξ(0) = αm and α0001 = α0001 = α1011 = α0111 =
β. So we can rewrite η as a function of α1101(w21) and α1110(w12). Therefore, when r → ∞,
η(α1110(w12), α1101(w21))→ η(αM , αM ) on B0. The sup of η becomes supαm≤α≤αM η(αM , α) on A1
and supαm≤α≤αM η(α, αM ) on A2. We conclude with
lim
r ∞ sup‖w‖≥r
η = max
(
sup
αm≤α≤αM
η(α, αM ), sup
αm≤α≤αM
η(αM , α)
)
We can compute numerically this limit in function of A− and τ−:
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Figure 7: sup η12 when ‖w‖ → ∞ for A+ = 0, 2 and τ+ = 17ms
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We note that we need a really small value of A+ compared to the one of A− to satisfy
the condition of positive recurrence. However, such a difference doesn’t seem to be needed in
simulations. Indeed, we can have numerically positive recurrence for any parameters A+ between
0 and 1.
Remark 6. The condition for null recurrence given in [37] result in ηij = 0 for all i, j in our
case. Condition for transience leads to the exact opposite of the one of corollary 4.2:
lim
r→+∞ supw∈Σ,‖w‖≥r
(η(w))ij ≥ 0, ∀i, j
And ∃(k, l), j 6= i s.t. lim
r→+∞ supw∈Σ,‖w‖≥r
(η(w))kl > 0
(49)
It would be interesting to try to have a larger range of values of parameters for which we are in
the null recurrence case, and we need another plasticity rule to do so (with the condition of [37]).
10 neurons:
When depression is really higher than potentiation, weights seem to converge to a stationary
distribution and have such trajectories:
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However, initial weights can play an important role. With parametersA+=0.8, A−=0.9, β=1, αm=0.01, αM= 0.5
and =0.1, we have no divergence in short time with low initial weights and selection of one
weight from big initial ones, Wi10 = 50:
The selected weight is different from one trajectory to another.
Remark 7. We have chosen 10 neurons for plotting constraints. Thousands of them are easily
simulated.
This kind of phenomenon is called winner take all dynamics in [33] where they prevent them
using iSTDP. The reason to avoid them is that it prevents new assemblies to be formed.
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6 Discussion
Mathematical results
Based on a well known neural network model, we added plasticity in order to get insight on
the combined neurons - weights dynamics. We could analyse plasticity on the slow time scale
of weights dynamics compared to the neurons ones, thus producing a simplified model. This
latter gives the weights dynamics under the stationary distribution of the fast process and is
a continuous time Markov jump process on the state space of weights with non homogeneous
in space jump rates. Such processes are hard to deal with and current results are given in [37].
Moreover, even if we could prove existence and uniqueness of the invariant measure of the fast
process, we were not able to express it explicitly. Thus, it is even harder to analyse the limit
model. However, we can compute its Laplace transform in small networks, we didn’t try more
than 2 but it should not be too hard for more. The problem will nevertheless become quickly
harder as it consists in inverting a 2N square matrix for a given w and as soon as w change, this
computation need to be done again. Here, making use of bounds on jump rates of neurons, we
are able to give conditions of stability, but we emphasize it is only sufficient ones. To know if we
need additive terms, depending on weights for instance or just hard bounds, in order to avoid
divergence in the context of biological parameters is still under study.
Simulation results
For small networks (2 neurons) and in the case of a STDP rule following the classical STDP
curve [7], we computed Laplace transform of the stationary distribution. We then gave explicit
expression of jump rates for the limit process which enabled us to study the weight dynamics
more precisely. We even show that the divergence of weights is possible even when integral of
the learning window is biased towards synaptic depression, even when depression curve is always
stronger than depression (p+(s) < p−(s) for all s). Such a result is not intuitive and led us to find
conditions on parameters for which such a divergence doesn’t occur. Simulations with more than
two neurons showed the winner take all phenomenon takes place. A calibration of parameters
is needed to test more characteristics of the model: how does it respond to high frequence, low
frequence? Does it enable bidirectional connections?...
Limitations of our model and future work
We are aware our neuron model is far from the reality of neurons. It is really simple in order to
make the study of plasticity easier. Some questions raise when we try to match it with biology.
For instance, what does β represents? Many things at the same time: the time one neuron will
influence others, the time of a spike as it will not be able to spike again until the moment it
comes back to the state 0. Neurons are generally described through their membrane potential
which has no link to our model. Then, observations such as potential depolarisation is needed to
lead to potentiation cannot be checked or modelled. Moreover, the way their rate of jump from 0
to 1 depends on weights is not really clear and needs to be clarify, maybe there is a need to add
delay as it is done in other papers [32].
While STDP seems good to keep in memory stimuli, even spontaneously after such inputs [33],
it needs to forget somehow. This seems not be the case in our model. Such a phenomenon
is possible for instance under homeostatic mechanisms [33, 45, 48, 49]. STDP plays the role of
additive synaptic scaling as when a weight increases, let say w12, then w21 decreases. It is not a
good thing according to [45], as they observed multiplicative synaptic scaling in their experiments.
This is understandable as it is too specific and seems not sufficient. It is not useless if you think
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as information supported by w21 is the exact opposite of the one supported by w12, it enables
neurons " to win time ". So there is a need to add homeostasis to our model. Metaplasticity
or plastic inhibitory (iSTDP) neurons are the most used. Indeed, we studied only a network of
excitatory neurons. Adding non plastic inhibitory neurons will just decrease the minimum of
firing rates of neurons. However, plastic inhibitory neurons could prevent from divergence of
weights. Finally, wii = 0 is imposed but it could be interesting to use it as an homeostatic factor,
decreasing the firing rate when it is to high and increasing it when it is weak.
Relation to previous work
Analysis using the separation of time scale between weights dynamics and the network one has
been done in many other articles [11, 16, 18, 29, 30, 32, 40]. They modelled neurons as Poisson,
except for [40], and derived a similar equation for weights on their slow time scale. This equation
mainly depends on the cross correlation matrix which is not easy to handle with. They use Taylor
expansion and Fourier transform to approximate it for their simulations. In our model, such a
matrix is hidden in the invariant measure of the fast process. Concerning the stability of weights,
a similar result was found in [30] where "a stable fixed point of the output rate is possible if the
integral over the learning window is sufficiently negative." As, in their model, rates are linear in
weights, stability of rates is equivalent to weights stability. Even if it is not a necessary condition,
we could give an idea of how much negative the integral over the learning window needs to be in
order to have stability.
Conclusion
We propose a new view on STDP models. In contrast with tiny deterministic jumps of weights,
weights have some weak probability to make a "big" jump. Thus, instead of continuous, weights
are discrete [2, 44]. Associated to the inter arrival time of spikes and the network state, we get a
Markov process. We simplified it thanks to a separation of time scale and found simple conditions
of positive recurrence. This work opens a new framework of study for plasticity which we hope it
will give rise to more mathematical results on plasticity in the following.
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Annexes
A Dimension 2 for uniqueness
After giving the generator (B, D(B)) in 2 dimensions, we then compute the equation satisfies by
the Laplace transform of a given stationary distribution for (St, Vt).
Generator
Proposition A.1. D(B) = {f ∈ Cub(E2) and (∂s1 + ∂s2)f ∈ Cub(E2)} and ∀f ∈ D(B):
Bf(s, (0, 0)) = α0100(f((s1, 0), (0, 1))− f(s, (0, 0))) + α1000(f((0, s2), (1, 0))− f(s, (0, 0))) +
∑2
1 ∂sif(s, (0, 0))
Bf(s, (0, 1)) = α1101(f((0, s2), (1, 1))− f(s, (0, 1))) + β(f(s, (0, 0))− f(s, (0, 1))) +
∑2
1 ∂sif(s, (0, 1))
Bf(s, (1, 0)) = α1110(f((s1, 0), (1, 1))− f(s, (1, 0))) + β(f(s, (0, 0))− f(s, (1, 0))) +
∑2
1 ∂sif(s, (1, 0))
Bf(s, (1, 1)) = β(f(s, (0, 1))− f(s, (1, 1))) + β(f(s, (1, 0))− f(s, (1, 1))) +∑21 ∂sif(s, (1, 1))
Or in a shorter version:
Bf(s, v) = ((∂s1+∂s2)f)(x)+α(1−v1,v2)v [f((s1v1, s2), (1−v1, v2))−f(x)]+α(v1,1−v2)v [f((s1, s2v2), (v1, 1−v2))−f(x)]
Proof. Let f ∈ D(B), then by definition limt→0 Ex(f(Xt))−f(x)t exists. Let’s compute it. We know
that each element v ∈ I has only two neighbors (in the sens it can only reach two different states).
We note αv′v the rates to reach the neighbor v’. We do the computations for v = (0, 1):
E(s,(0,1))(f(St, Vt)) = P(s,(0,1))(Vt = v)f((s1 + t, s2 + t), (0, 1)) + P(s,(0,1))(Vt = (1, 1))f((0, s2 + t), (1, 1))
+ P(s,(0,1))(Vt = (0, 0))f((s1 + t, s2 + t), (0, 0)) + o(t)
=
(
1− (α1101 + α0001) t e−(α1101+α0001)t) f((s1 + t, s2 + t), (0, 1))
+ α1101t e−α
11
01tf((0, s2 + t), (1, 1)) + α0001t e−α
00
01tf((s1 + t, s2 + t), (0, 0)) + o(t)
= f((s+ t), (0, 1)) + α1101(f((0, s2 + t), (1, 1))− f(s+ t, (0, 1)))
+ β(f(s+ t, (0, 0))− f(s+ t, (0, 1))) + o(t)
Then we obtain:
Bf(x) = lim
t→0
E(s,(0,1))(f(Xt))− f(x)
t
=α1101(f((0, s2), (1, 1))− f(s, (0, 1))) + β(f(s, (0, 0))− f(s, (0, 1))) + (1, 1).∇sf(s, (0, 1))
The same kind of computations gives us the same Bf(x) as in the proposition ∀x ∈ E2, and
D(B) ⊆ {f ∈ Cub(E2) and (∂s1 + ∂s2)f ∈ Cub(E2)}. In order to have the other inclusion, we take
f ∈ {g, g ∈ Cub(E2) and (∂s1 + ∂s2)g ∈ Cub(E2)}, then we compute for x = (s, (0, 1)) ∈ E2:
rx(t) =∣∣∣∣Ex(f(Xt))− f(x)t − [α1101(f((0, s2), (1, 1))− f(s, (0, 1))) + β(f(s, (0, 0))− f(s, (0, 1))) + (1, 1).∇sf(s, (0, 1))]
∣∣∣∣
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From previous computations, we see the jump terms will disappear because f is uniformly
continuous, and the transport term will vanish as t→ 0 because (1, 1).∇sf ∈ Cub(E2)∣∣∣∣f(s+ t, (0, 1))− f(s, (0, 1))t − (1, 1).∇sf(s, (0, 1))
∣∣∣∣
≤ 1
t
∫ t
0
|(1, 1).∇sf(s+ u, (0, 1))− (1, 1).∇sf(s, (0, 1))| du
≤ sup
0≤u≤t
|(1, 1).∇sf(s+ u, (0, 1))− (1, 1).∇sf(s, (0, 1))|
≤ 
If t small enough.
Hence, limt→0
E(s,(0,1))(f(Xt))−f(x)
t exists. As we can do exactly the same computations for all
x ∈ E2, we deduce that {f ∈ Cub(E2) and (∂s1 + ∂s2)f ∈ Cub(E2)} ⊆ D(B). Thus, we have the
equality wanted.
We can see here the need to chose Cub(E2) instead of Cb(E2) for instance. Indeed, the uniform
continuity enable us to conclude on the domain of B and on another hand it is the biggest
subspace of L∞(E2) on which the derivative is the generator of a C0-semigroup. If we had chosen
C0(E2) = {functions vanishing at ∞}, we see immediately the semigroup associated to our
process will not map C0(E2) into itself. Ttf has no reason to vanish at ∞. Cub(E2) seems to
be the space that suits. Moreover, thanks to the portmanteau lemma, the knowledge of the
semigroup on Cub(E2) characterizes the law of the process. We can then use the definition 3.10
to search the Laplace transforms of invariant measures.
Laplace transform
First, we show we can write any invariant measure of the process in the form pi(s, v) =∑
k∈I δvk(v)µwk pik(s) where (µw1 , ..., µwN ) is the only invariant measure of the jump process (Vt)
and pik is a measure on B(R2+). Then, we prove that if the process (Xt)t≥0 has at least one
invariant measure of probability pi, then it is unique.
It is interesting to look at the form of invariant measures for the following. Indeed, as (Vt)
doesn’t depend on (St), we can study its dynamic and deduce a nice decomposition of the
stationary distribution of (Xt).
Proposition A.2. The jump process alone (Vt)t≥0 has a unique invariant probability measure
~µ = (µw00, µw01, µw10, µw11)T . Moreover, µwv > 0, ∀v ∈ I, and it satisfies:
Q~µ =

−α0100 − α1000 β β 0
α0100 −α1101 − β 0 β
α1000 0 − α1110 − β β
0 α1101 α1110 −2β


µw00
µw01
µw10
µw11

= 0 (50)
Proof. Indeed, as each neuron is connected to each other, (Vt)t≥0 is irreducible. As its state space
is finite, the process is also positive recurrent so has a unique invariant probability measure µw
by theorem1.7.7 in [39].
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Moreover, as each state is positive recurrent, µwv > 0, ∀v ∈ I.
The matrix Q is the matrix of transition rates (Q-matrix) of (Vt)t≥0. With 1 = (0, 0), 2 =
(0, 1), 3 = (1, 0), 4 = (1, 1), and Q = (qij)1≤i,j≤4 we have Q has in the proposition. As µw is
invariant, it belongs to the kernel of Q, which is (50), Theorem 3.5.5 in [39].
From this result, we deduce that ∀k ∈ I, ∫R2+ pi(ds, k) = µwk . Therefore, we define pik as
pik(A) =
∫
A
pi(ds,k)
µw
k
, ∀A ∈ B(R2+). Hence, pi(s, v) =
∑
k∈I δvk(v)µwk pik(s).
Now, we previously showed the process (Xt)t≥0 has at least one invariant probability measure
on E2, let pi be one of them and let’s compute its Laplace transform to show the following
proposition:
Proposition A.3. Assume the process (Xt)t≥0 has at least one invariant measure of probability
pi. Then it is unique.
Proof. We will show that all invariant measure of probability has the same Laplace transform and
as the later characterizes it, see for instance Theorem 4.3 in [26], there only exists one invariant
measure of probability.
We can write pi as pi(A, v) =
∑
k∈I pik(A)⊗µwk δk(v), ∀A ∈ B(R2+), with pik(A) = pi(A, k)(µwk )−1.
To simplify computations, we will denote by Lpi be the vector of Laplace transforms of pik. So
∀λ1, λ2 ∈ R+:
Lpi(λ1, λ2) =

Lpi00 (λ1, λ2)
Lpi01 (λ1, λ2)
Lpi10 (λ1, λ2)
Lpi11 (λ1, λ2)
 where ∀v ∈ I, Lpiv(λ1, λ2) =
∫
R2+
e−(λ1s1+λ2s2)piv(ds)
Just a remark, ∀v ∈ I
Lpiv(0, 0) =
∫
R2+
piv(ds) = (µwv )−1
∫
R2+
pi(ds, v) = 1
As we want to compute the Laplace transform of pi which is in fact (λ1, λ2) 7→
∑
v∈I µ
w
v Lpiv(λ1, λ2),
let’s use the following test functions, with λ = (λ1, λ2) and ∀ k ∈ I:
ekλ(s, v) = e−(λ1s1+λ2s2)δk(v)
By definition 3.10 of an invariant measure we get ∀v ∈ I:∑
k∈I
∫
R+2
Bevλ(s, k)µwk pik(ds) = 0 (51)
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We then compute Bekλ(s, v):
Be00λ (s, (0, 0)) = (−α0100 − α1000 − (λ1 + λ2))e−λ1s1−λ2s2
Be00λ (s, (0, 1)) = βe−λ1s1−λ2s2
Be00λ (s, (1, 0)) = βe−λ1s1−λ2s2
Be00λ (s, (1, 1)) = 0
Be01λ (s, (0, 0)) = α0100e−λ1s1
Be01λ (s, (0, 1)) = (−α12 − β − (λ1 + λ2))e−λ1s1−λ2s2
Be01λ (s, (1, 0)) = 0
Be01λ (s, (1, 1)) = βe−λ1s1−λ2s2
Be10λ (s, (0, 0)) = α1000e−λ2s2
Be10λ (s, (0, 1)) = 0
Be10λ (s, (1, 0)) = (−α23 − β − (λ1 + λ2))e−λ1s1−λ2s2
Be10λ (s, (1, 1)) = βe−λ1s1−λ2s2
Be11λ (s, (0, 0)) = 0
Be11λ (s, (0, 1)) = α1101e−λ2s2
Be11λ (s, (1, 0)) = α1110e−λ1s1
Be11λ (s, (1, 1)) = (−2β − (λ1 + λ2))e−λ1s1−λ2s2
So with (51) and v = (0, 0) for instance:∑
k∈I
∫
R+2
Be00λ (s, k)µwk pik(ds) = 0
⇔(−α0100 − α1000 − (λ1 + λ2))µw1 Lpi00(λ1, λ2) + βµw2 Lpi01 + βµw3 Lpi10 = 0
After computations for all v ∈ I we get:
M(λ1, λ2)

Lpi00 (λ1, λ2)
Lpi01 (λ1, λ2)
Lpi10 (λ1, λ2)
Lpi11 (λ1, λ2)
 =

0
−α0100 Lpi00 (λ1, 0) µ
w
1
µw2
−α1000Lpi00 (0, λ2) µ
w
1
µw3
−α1101 Lpi01 (0, λ2) µ
w
2
µw4
− α1110 Lpi10 (λ1, 0) µ
w
3
µw4

(52)
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With:
M(λ1, λ2) =

−α1000 − α0100 − λ1 − λ2 β µ
w
2
µw1
β
µw3
µw1
0
0 −α1101 − β − λ1 − λ2 0 β µ
w
4
µw2
0 0 −α1110 − β − λ1 − λ2 β µ
w
4
µw3
0 0 0 −2β − λ1 − λ2

As we have Lpi(λ1, 0) =

Lpi00 (λ1, 0)
Lpi01 (λ1, 0)
Lpi10 (λ1, 0)
Lpi11 (λ1, 0)
 and Lpi(0, λ2) =

Lpi00 (0, λ2)
Lpi01 (0, λ2)
Lpi10 (0, λ2)
Lpi11 (0, λ2)
.
Then we can get Lpi(λ1, 0) and Lpi(0, λ2) evaluating (52) in λ1 = 0 and λ2 = 0:
M(λ1, 0) Lpi(λ1, 0) =

0
−α0100 Lpi00 (λ1, 0) µ
w
1
µw2
−α1000Lpi00 (0, 0) µ
w
1
µw3
−α1101 Lpi01 (0, 0) µ
w
2
µw4
− α1110 Lpi10 (λ1, 0) µ
w
3
µw4

As ∀v ∈ I, Lpiv(0, 0) =
∫
R+2 piv(ds1, ds2) = 1 so:
M(λ1, 0) Lpi(λ1, 0) =

0 0 0 0
−α0100µw1µw2 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 −α1110µw3µw4 0
Lpi(λ1, 0) +

0
0
−α1000µw1µw3
−α1101µw2µw4

And
M(0, λ2) Lpi(0, λ2) =

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
−α1000µw1µw3 0 0 0
0 −α1101µw2µw4 0 0
Lpi(λ1, 0) +

0
−α0100µw1µw2
0
−α1110µw3µw4

Putting terms in Ti(λi) in matrices marked Mi(λi) we get:
M1(λ1)Lpi(λ1, 0) =

0
−α0100 µ
w
1
µw2
0
−α1110 µ
w
3
µw4
 and M2(λ2)Lpi(0, λ2) =

0
0
−α1000 µ
w
1
µw3
−α1101 µ
w
2
µw4
 (53)
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With:
M1(λ1) =

−α1000 − α0100 − λ1 β µ2µ1 β µ3µ1 0
α0100 µ1
µ2 −α1101 − β − λ1 0 β µ4µ2
0 0 −α1110 − β − λ1 β µ4µ3
0 0 α
11
10 µ3
µ4 −2β − λ1

And
M2(λ2) =

−α1000 − α0100 − λ2 β µ2µ1 β µ3µ1 0
0 −α1101 − β − λ2 0 β µ4µ2
α1000 µ1
µ3 0 −α1110 − β − λ2 β µ4µ3
0 α
11
01 µ2
µ4 0 −2β − λ2

As a triangular superior matrix with diagonal elements strictly positive, M is invertible. Moreover,
M1 and M2 are invertible as diagonally dominant matrices whenever (λ1, λ2) ∈ R∗+ × R∗+:
First line of (50) gives: (
α1000 + α0100
)
µw1 = βµw2 + βµw3
So ∀λ1 ∈ R∗+:
|M111 (λ1)| −
4∑
j=2
|M1j1 (λ1)| = λ1 > 0
For other lines we have ∀λ1 ∈ R∗+:
|M221 (λ1)| −
∑
j 6=2
|M2j1 (λ1)| = λ1 > 0
|M331 (λ1)| −
∑
j 6=3
|M3j1 (λ1)| =
α1000
µw3
+ λ1 > 0
|M441 (λ1)| −
∑
j 6=4
|M4j1 (λ1)| =
α1101
µw4
+ λ1 > 0
We have similar results for M2 which shows M1(λ1) et M2(λ2) are diagonally dominant matrices
so they are invertible ∀(λ1, λ2) ∈ R∗+ × R∗+. Hence, if pi is an invariant measure for (Xt)t≥0,
∀(λ1, λ2) ∈ R∗+ × R∗+:
Lpi(0, 0) =

1
1
1
1

By (53):
Lpi(λ1, 0) = (M1(λ1))−1

0
−α0100 µ
w
1
µw2
0
−α1110 µ
w
3
µw4
 and Lpi(0, λ2) = (M2(λ2))
−1

0
0
−α1000 µ
w
1
µw3
−α1101 µ
w
2
µw4
 (54)
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By (52)
Lpi(λ1, λ2) = (M(λ1, λ2))−1

0
−α0100 Lpi00 (λ1, 0) µ
w
1
µw2
−α1000Lpi00 (0, λ2) µ
w
1
µw3
−α1101 Lpi01 (0, λ2) µ
w
2
µw4
− α1110 Lpi10 (λ1, 0) µ
w
3
µw4

We conclude using the fact the Laplace transform of a law determines it, so pi is unique.
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